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He that is faithful in that which is least is faithful also
in much: and he that is unjust in the least is

unjust also in much.
(Luke 16:10, KJV)

It has long been an axiom of mine that the little things
are infinitely the most important.
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, aka Sherlock Holmes

“Not by might nor by power, but by my Spirit,” says the
LORD Almighty.

(Zac. 4.6)
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author’s note:author’s note:author’s note:author’s note:author’s note:

For many years I traveled all over North America giving seminars to literally thousands of church 
communicators to encourage and equip them to create effective church communications and to help 
their churches fully fulfill the Great Commission. Though I did some writing during that time, it was very 
difficult to travel and write.

Times have changed and so much can now be done online with live webinars, web-based training, 
teaching and resources. In addition to the great technology, not having to spend hours in boarding lines 
or recovering from Dramamine gives me many more hours in the day to write and create training 
materials.

And that’s what I’m doing—creating training materials that are available to you 24/7—books, CDs, 
e-books, templates, all the training materials I’ve prayed for and dreamed about doing for years at my
home in Ventura, California.

I’m sharing this because I wrote some of the materials while traveling and doing live seminars and I 
talk about them in the present tense in this book. I felt it would end up sounding somewhat stilted and 
awkward if I tried to change all of the references, so I left them in. I trust this brief explanation clarifies 
that I am no longer doing live seminars, though what I learned from them still applies.

ABOUT THIS UPDATE: I have corrected a number of typos and outdated references in this update, 
HOWEVER, correcting the quality of many of the scans in this book will have to wait until the next 
update. I wish they were better, but because of time and money limitations I'm not able to do them now. 
I trust the value of the written content will make up for that until they can be redone.
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1
Connection

Cards

Strategy

section

Connection cards might seem like a minor tool in your strategic plan to win your
world to Jesus and to help your people grow in their Christian faith, but in reality
they are one of the most powerful tools you have if you take the time toif you take the time toif you take the time toif you take the time toif you take the time to
learn tlearn tlearn tlearn tlearn to use them correctlyo use them correctlyo use them correctlyo use them correctlyo use them correctly. . . . . That’s what this book is all about.

Section 1: StrategySection 1: StrategySection 1: StrategySection 1: StrategySection 1: Strategy will set the strategic and biblical framework for an
effective ministry with connection cards and will teach you:

• What connection cards can do for your church.

• What not to do for a successful connection card ministry, including
some treasured “we’ve always done it this way” systems that may
need to change.

• How to get the largest number of people to fill out and turn in
connection cards.

• Suggestions on how to integrate paper-based connection cards with
the new digital tools of connection: Twitter, Facebook, the web.

• How to respond to visitors in a structured and timely way, using the
military and medical model of triage.

• How to use Church Management Software to help you do your job of
recording connection cards and some cautions on its limitations.

• Fun and practical ideas for visitor follow-up using the connection
cards as your starting point.

• How to use connection cards for prayer requests.

Section 2: ProductionSection 2: ProductionSection 2: ProductionSection 2: ProductionSection 2: Production will give you follow-up strategy suggestions with some 
nuts and bolts advice on how to implement a successful connection card 
ministry at your church with:

• Practical advice on how to create the cards along with mistakes to
avoid.
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• A gallery of examples of cards from real churches.

• Software recommendation for creating connection cards.

• Hardware suggestions for cost-effective print production.

• Finally, how to stay motivated in the ministry of connection cards by
keeping your eyes on the eternal destiny of the people you can reach
when you create, promote, record, and follow up on them effectively.

The importance of connection cards cannot be overstated, as the subtitle of
the book says, connection cards will: connect with visitors, grow your church,
and pastor your people, they truly are: little cards with big results.

Let’s begin our journey to learn to use them effectively.
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Do the smallest things
with the greatest love
for God.

Mother Teresa

We don’t create these
cards to wow people
with great graphic
design or to provide
something for kids to
scribble on during the
church service. They are
created to make a
connection and
connecting people to
God and each other is
what the church is all
about.

They can be created in a
variety of styles, as the
two cards on this page
illustrate, but what isbut what isbut what isbut what isbut what is
most important ismost important ismost important ismost important ismost important is
not how they look,not how they look,not how they look,not how they look,not how they look,
but what they do.but what they do.but what they do.but what they do.but what they do.

CHAPTERCHAPTERCHAPTERCHAPTERCHAPTER     ONEONEONEONEONE

Introduction: though ofIntroduction: though ofIntroduction: though ofIntroduction: though ofIntroduction: though ofttttten oen oen oen oen ovvvvverlookerlookerlookerlookerlooked, theseed, theseed, theseed, theseed, these
little cards can accomplish great thingslittle cards can accomplish great thingslittle cards can accomplish great thingslittle cards can accomplish great thingslittle cards can accomplish great things

In church communications, we are often like Elijah
when he waited on the mountain to meet with
God. We expect him to act through the thunder
and storm similar to the flashy multimedia
popular today. Though God often uses the
great, impressive tools of multimedia we
have, he also  uses tools that are
similar to how he ultimately spoke to
Elijah—through a still small voice.

The place of connection cards in
your church communication
ministry is similar. They may appear
tiny and unimportant in the great scheme of
multimedia church communications available, but
if you don’t use them correctly, your church will
probably not connect with visitors, grow, or meet the
pastoral needs of your members as effectively as it
will if you make the most of connection cards.

YYYYYou can reach out, but if people don’t reach backou can reach out, but if people don’t reach backou can reach out, but if people don’t reach backou can reach out, but if people don’t reach backou can reach out, but if people don’t reach back
you haven’t connectedyou haven’t connectedyou haven’t connectedyou haven’t connectedyou haven’t connected

For example, it is a few weeks from Easter as I write
this and in my seminars, webinars, and on my
website, I’ve suggested all sorts of communications
in print and online that churches can create to
connect with visitors to tell them about the church
and to invite and encourage them to return. But
helpful as they are, they fall short in one area. Their
shortcoming is that all of them require the person to
come back to you.

You can’t reach back to visitors if you don’t know they are there. You have no
idea how they responded to the message or your church. You have no idea if
they have a question you can answer or a hurt you can help to heal. Your
congregation can be awed by your special music, but if they have no way to
connect back to you, you might not know that a family lost their home last
week, that a single parent needs prayer to keep looking for a job, or the joy of a
father when a daughter or son is home safe from deployment overseas.

Connection cards are in many ways the foundation of all otherConnection cards are in many ways the foundation of all otherConnection cards are in many ways the foundation of all otherConnection cards are in many ways the foundation of all otherConnection cards are in many ways the foundation of all other
communications in the church.communications in the church.communications in the church.communications in the church.communications in the church. They are often what starts the interaction
between your church and a visitor; they are often what keeps the relationship
going with members once they join your church.
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 This publication will give you:

· a vision for why you need to take the time to create these cards

· how to make sure you get a maximum response from them

· how to follow up in ways that will grow your church and minister to the needs
of your people

This book will provide detailed instructions and practical advice from the many
years I have worked with church communicators, evaluated and collected many
cards, discussed their use with people who have attended my seminars, as well
as personally using them extremely effectively in the various ministries my
pastor husband and I have led.

If you carefully go over these materials and prayerfully apply them, I truly believe
you will be astounded at how God take a seemingly little thing and use it greatly
to grow your church and ministry to your people.

Though this book contains quite a bit of material on this topic, there is addi-
tional related material and more training on it on www.effectivechurchcom.com
and on the training CD available at www.lulu.com/yvonprehn.

Before we begin, let’s agree on a nameBefore we begin, let’s agree on a nameBefore we begin, let’s agree on a nameBefore we begin, let’s agree on a nameBefore we begin, let’s agree on a name
You are probably already using these communication pieces in some form. They
are found in many places and go by a number of names and formats including:

· Friendship booklets or pads

· Connection cards

· Communication cards

· Visitor cards

· Prayer request forms

· Feedback cards

· A response form on your website

· Or they may not have a name of their own, but may be part of the Sunday 
church bulletin or worship folder and consist of a tear-off section. 

No matter what their name, the purpose of this communication piece is the
same: to get information from visitors and church members so the church staff
can contact, pray for, or otherwise follow up with these folks.

Though the name of this communication piece can be whatever your church
chooses to call it, we’ll refer to it primary as a connection cardconnection cardconnection cardconnection cardconnection card. It is useful to
have a consistent name for the purposes of this book, but the name itself is
not really critical.

Another name that is often useful is communication cardcommunication cardcommunication cardcommunication cardcommunication card. Some churches
like that because it has the idea of continuing communication between the
church staff and the people in the pews. One more name that I have found very

The Bible reminds us
that faithfulness in
small things is very
important to our Lord.

Though these
communication pieces
seem little, in many
ways they are the
foundation for
everything else you do in
your church.

No matter what their
name, the purpose of
this communication
piece is the same: to get
information from
visitors and church
members so the church
staff can contact, pray
for, or otherwise follow
up with these folks.
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useful in the cards that I currently create is feedback cardfeedback cardfeedback cardfeedback cardfeedback card. Feedback is such
a popular thing today with many business and media outlets constantly asking
for your feedback. Particularly if you have a small church, house church or
emergent church, referring to this process as feedback might work well.

The name itself is not critical, pick what works best for your people, your
demographics, culture, and church setting. Again, in this book the majority of
the time I will refer to the cards as connection cards, but sometimes as
communication or feedback cards.

No matter what the name, keep the purpose foremostNo matter what the name, keep the purpose foremostNo matter what the name, keep the purpose foremostNo matter what the name, keep the purpose foremostNo matter what the name, keep the purpose foremost
 We don’t create these cards to wow people with great graphic design or to 
provide something for kids to scribble on during the church service. They are 
created to make a connection and connecting people to God and each other is 
what the church is all about.

We must keep this important goal in mind of why we are having people fill out 
the connection cards, because having people fill them out is often viewed as 
an unnecessary interruption to the Sunday morning service. Recording, re-
sponding to, and dealing with them is often a bother on Monday.

In contrast to these attitudes, as briefly stated in the above introduction, it is 
important to emphasize that connection cards can:

· have a HUGE impact on growing your church

· connect people to the life of your church

· care for and address spiritual needs  in practical ways

· and help your people grow to spiritual maturity

My purpose in creating this publication is to help you move past looking at
these cards as merely ministry routine paperwork and to help you see them as
essential tools to grow your church and change lives.

If you don’t initially connect with visitors or with your people on an ongoing
basis, nothing else your church does will have any impact on them. You can
have the greatest follow-up program, a life-changing discipleship system, small
groups that meet every need, but if a visitor quietly slips in and out and no
connection is made, or if a frequent attendee attends Sunday only, no ministry
you have will touch them.

If your people come to church week after week and don’t know how to share
their hurts, if they want to be part of a ministry but don’t know how to connect,
if your church needs volunteers and doesn’t seem to be getting responses—
your church can stall in its growth and your people won’t mature in their faith.
Connection cards, when used properly and effectively (and that is what this
book will help you do) will solve these problems.

Before we begin practical advice, a few additional bits of introductory informa-
tion might be useful.

Note to church planters
or to pastors whose
churches seem stalled
in your growth:

TRY CONNECTION
CARDS!

You will be amazed at
how effective they can
be to grow a church.

People’s needs remain
the same no matter
what media channel
they use to
communicate.

Your job is to use and
respond to what is used
most with your target
audience.
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Multimedia applicationMultimedia applicationMultimedia applicationMultimedia applicationMultimedia application
We are in the midst of a communication revolution. It wasn’t many years ago
that the ability to print inexpensively on cardstock at the church and in color
would have been impossible. To record and respond  to members with the
power of database church management software was something only very
large churches or corporations could afford. Now some versions are free on the
web.

In addition to the advances in cheap printing and church database manage-
ment, some churches today communicate to newcomers and members
through their website, email, or cell phones. Some churches use Twitter and
have Facebook groups; some churches have no idea what these tools are.

No matter where your church is on the scale of adapting new technologies, we
know there will always be something new. We have no idea what communica-
tion tool will be the latest and greatest next. And no matter what is cutting edge
at any moment, there will still be people in every church who we need to
connect with in ways that seem outdated or old-fashioned. Though we don’t
know what the next tool will be, we both must stay open to new communica-
tion channels as well as maintain older ones for the sake of people who need
them.

We live in the time of multi-channel communications, a time of both/and, not
either/or in our communications in every area of the church. Though there is
much else that can be said on this topic, our focus here is on connection cards.
My church communicator’s training site www.effectivechurchcom.com, has a
lot of information and training on the various channels under the topic “multi-
channel communication.”

The bottom line is that people’s needs don’t change simply because they share
a prayer request via an email connection or on a piece of paper and neither
should our response to them. Though the exact mechanics vary, I’ve attempted
in this book to provide advice that will apply whether your connection card is in
print or in a digital format.

If there is an important distinction in how to respond using  multimedia, or
some multi-channel tip that I think might be useful I’ll mention it, but mostly I’m
trusting my readers to apply the communication principles I’m presenting to
their churches in print and digital formats.

Note on examples, stories used throughout the book.Note on examples, stories used throughout the book.Note on examples, stories used throughout the book.Note on examples, stories used throughout the book.Note on examples, stories used throughout the book.
All of the stories and examples used in this book are true; they are not made
up. However, because many of these illustrate what not to do, some details
have been altered so as not to embarrass any specific member of the body of
Christ. The details are altered, but the emotional pain and spiritual disappoint-
ment experienced by those who shared these stories with me is all too real.

One more thing about the stories: I have traveled all over the U.S. and Canada
teaching and looking at church communications. I have visited many churches.

Most likely very few of
you reading this book
will have any formal
training in
communication
creation, marketing, or
many of the other skills
helpful for successful
church
communications.

Be gentle on yourself
and others as you read
or see less than perfect
work—we are all
learning.
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The mistakes and missteps, the shortcomings to effectiveness are the same
everywhere. I’m saying this to those with a tender heart who may think I’m
talking about your church in every example. Even if it seems like I’m talking
about you, I’m probably not. Relax and realize we are all pilgrims, we are all
learning how to communicate the words of eternal life in ways that are winning,
winsome, and effective. Only our Leader is perfect.

We all make mistakes; we all fall short, but Lord willing, we can use these
times as lessons and grow from them.
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Connection cards can
stop people disappearing
out the back door before
we even know they came
in the front door.

CHAPTERCHAPTERCHAPTERCHAPTERCHAPTER     TWOTWOTWOTWOTWO

WhaWhaWhaWhaWhat connection cards can dot connection cards can dot connection cards can dot connection cards can dot connection cards can do
for your churchfor your churchfor your churchfor your churchfor your church

People come to our churches every week—but tragically, depending upon which
studies you look at, between 70-90% do not return.

Often we don’t even know they were there. The pastor or membership commit-
tee can’t respond to a visitor, tell them about the church, or invite them to an
informational event or Bible Study unless they give us contact information. The
connection card is the primary way to get this information during the church
service.

The connection card is also a vital link between the ministries the church has to
offer and the people needing them. In addition to the connection with visitors,
current church members may be involved in a difficult life situation, but they
may not know who to call or how to share their burden. The pastoral staff may
be unavailable or occupied with another personal crisis after the service. The
member may not know who else to talk to and a critical personal need may
remain unmet. The connection card can provide a way to communicate the
need or a prayer request to the staff or prayer team outside of the Sunday
morning service.

Why they work so wellWhy they work so wellWhy they work so wellWhy they work so wellWhy they work so well
No matter how secular, cynical, or postmodern our society is today, when a
tragedy strikes, either community-wide or personal, people go to church.

Sometimes they don’t even know why they picked a particular church. Often
they don’t know what to do when they get there—do they introduce themselves
to someone? Who do they go to for questions? Who can provide help? They
may have no idea what to do once there to get needs met or questions an-
swered. But if they are intentionally given a card, asked to give feedback, to
write down contact information, prayer requests or questions, they will.

A real-life exampleA real-life exampleA real-life exampleA real-life exampleA real-life example
For a number of years my husband and I led a Single Adult ministry at church in
Southern California. We started with less than a handful of people, but in a
couple of years had over 300 single adults involved. There were a number of
reasons for this, but one of the main ways we grew as quickly as we did was
because of the way this church used connection cards in the church service
and how we used a version of them in our ministry itself. I’ll explain briefly how
this worked and the rest of this publication will fill out the process in more
detail.

The church collected the cards on Sunday morning (again, how this was done
will be explained in more detail later because the exact process is very impor-
tant). Then my husband, Paul, who was the Single Adult Pastor, would get them
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on Monday morning and would follow up and make a connection with the
Singles who visited. In the case of the singles, almost every week we would get
at least one card that said something like this:

 “I have been married for twenty years. My spouse just walked out
on me and I don’t know what to do.”

My husband would call, make a connection, and invite the person to the
Singles’ Group. If possible, at least one other person from the group would also
make a contact and invite them to come.

Each week in our Single Adult class itself, we would hand out a simplified
version of the cards (there are examples of these in the Gallery section of this
publication). This gave the person a continuing way to share needs, questions,
and prayer requests. The cards were then copied and given out to the Singles’
prayer team. In addition, my husband would literally carry the cards with him
during the week to pray for his people.

It wIt wIt wIt wIt wasn’t easn’t easn’t easn’t easn’t evvvvverererererything, but it wything, but it wything, but it wything, but it wything, but it was the staras the staras the staras the staras the start of a relationshipt of a relationshipt of a relationshipt of a relationshipt of a relationship
We did many things to connect with Single Adults and grow them to Christian
maturity, but the connection cards were a vital link to first link singles to the
church and to us. Without them, many singles might have come to the church
and not have known what to do with their pain. It’s unlikely a newly separated
single person would go up to and usher and say, “I haven’t been alone since
high school and I’m terrified.” That person would also probably not write down
on a friendship pad for all to see, “My husband just walked out on me.” But the
connection cards, if done properly, give an opportunity for someone to share
their pain and then for the church to make a connection and help heal a life.

In addition to the opportunity to make that first, vital contact, on a continuing
basis the cards enabled us to know week-by-week where our people were
emotionally and spiritually. We did not have time to meet, touch base with, and
chat with each person every week, but we did have time to read their prayer
cards. Sometimes people don’t even want to talk about on-going problems, but
need on-going prayer. When necessary, we were also able to follow up with a
phone call or email after reading the cards.

Briefly, that is how we have used the connection cards in a specific ministry.
More will be said in a later section on how to follow up after collecting the cards
on a church-wide basis.

BefBefBefBefBefore reading anore reading anore reading anore reading anore reading any fury fury fury fury furthertherthertherther, a commitment must be made, a commitment must be made, a commitment must be made, a commitment must be made, a commitment must be made
This important commitment, which I’ll detail shortly,  moves beyond the
obligatory paperwork and record-keeping most churches do with their connec-
tion cards.  All churches capture, or attempt to capture the following informa-
tion with their connection cards:

·  name and contact information from visitors

·  information about regular attendees and members

In addition to the
opportunity to make that
first, vital contact, on a
continuing basis the
cards enabled us to
know week-by-week
where our people were
emotionally and
spiritually.
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· response to the message, including calls to trust Jesus as Savior or to commit
to a life change or new spiritual direction

· responses to requests for volunteer positions

· sign-up information for church events

· prayer requests

These are wonderful, valid reasons to use connection cards, but it’s what is
done with them after the information above is collected that makes them an
important tool in your church or ministry and life-changing to the people who
give you the information.  As the example of the Single Adult Ministry illustrated,
connection cards served as a vital tool to connect with hurting people and
enfold them into the church community.

A process similar to what we did with singles can be replicated through every
area of the church and most importantly in the church itself overall. But to
make their use successful, the church staff must commit to a vision that sees
how these humble pieces of paper or cardstock can literally change the life or
the eternal destiny of a person. It is a vision that sees connection cards, not as
simply an administrative bother to be quickly dispensed with during the service
and entered into church databases whenever there is down time during the
week, but to see them as a vital link between your church and:

· a visitor who may be in incredible emotional pain from a loss

· an honest seeker who wants to know more about God

· a church member who has questions or is hurting

· anyone who has a prayer request that is easier to confidentially share in 
writing than to verbalize 

The connection card is the vital, practical link to make the connections pos-
sible. This vision to see what this humble communication can do and a convic-
tion of its importance in the spiritual life of your church and your people is
essential to give you the energy and persistence to do all the things you need to
do to make your ministry with communication cards as successful as it can be.

Please pray for the Lord to give you and your church staff and communication
team this vision because. . .

In addition to commitment to a vision, there is a big cost toIn addition to commitment to a vision, there is a big cost toIn addition to commitment to a vision, there is a big cost toIn addition to commitment to a vision, there is a big cost toIn addition to commitment to a vision, there is a big cost to
effectively use connection cardseffectively use connection cardseffectively use connection cardseffectively use connection cardseffectively use connection cards

The cost isn’t in money. There is very little tangible monetary cost to effectively 
print or use connection cards. Though these cards can work well with some of 
the excellent church management software programs available today (more on 
this later in the book) you don’t need expensive software to make a huge 
change in the way your church uses these cards or in the effectiveness of the 
cards.  Any church, any size, on a small budget or almost no budget, can use 
them to effectively grow and deepen their ministry.

To make their use
successful, the church
staff must commit to a
vision that sees how
these humble pieces of
paper or cardstock can
literally change the life
or the eternal destiny of
a person.

Digital duplicators can
produce connection
cards for fractions of a
penny, so production
cost is not an issue.
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The true cost of effectively using connection cards is in timeThe true cost of effectively using connection cards is in timeThe true cost of effectively using connection cards is in timeThe true cost of effectively using connection cards is in timeThe true cost of effectively using connection cards is in time 
commitment.commitment.commitment.commitment.commitmen

It takes time (and usually more than we planned) to:It takes time (and usually more than we planned) to:It takes time (and usually more than we planned) to:It takes time (and usually more than we planned) to:It takes time (and usually more than we planned) to:

· Create the cards

· Explain and announce them properly

· Give people time to fill them out

· Go over them and carefully enter the information into the church database

· Biggest cost of all—to respond to needs, questions, and volunteer sign-ups on
the cards 

All of this time is not easy to find. Your timely response to heartfelt needs
expressed at crisis times is vitally important in the spiritual warfare for souls.
You can be quite certain there will never seem to be time to do all the things
need to be done. The enemy of our souls will whisper in your ear many reasons
why you should be doing something else other than attending to connection
cards. Knowing these challenges will come, count the cost up-front, because
few things hurt people more or are more damaging to your church or leadership
credibility than if you ask people to share their prayer requests and needs, but
when they do, you don’t make time to follow through on responding to them.
The damage may be irreparable.

What a church commitment in vision and time to connection cardWhat a church commitment in vision and time to connection cardWhat a church commitment in vision and time to connection cardWhat a church commitment in vision and time to connection cardWhat a church commitment in vision and time to connection card
ministrministrministrministrministry looks liky looks liky looks liky looks liky looks like:e:e:e:e:

· The staff, pastors, administrators, anyone involved with the cards has the
same vision and commitment to them.

Achieving this common commitment is very important, because an effective 
ministry of connection cards must involve the entire staff if it is to be effective. 
If every staff member reads this book or even skims it, that can be helpful. 
Money for copies of the book is not an object because if you purchased this 
book as a download you have my permission to make copies of it (as many as 
you want) to pass along to staff or volunteers.

For those who are not readers, on my website: www.effectivechurchcom.com  
is a video that can be watched or listened to that goes over the basic concepts 
in this book.  After everyone on staff has the opportunity to take in the basic 
information, then the following steps can be taken:

· Initially commit to considering all the suggestions in this book, pray about
them, and discuss the strategy at staff meetings.

· Commit to having the resources on hand in the church, suggested in this
book, for effective follow up.

· Commit the time and people (staff and volunteers) needed to respond so no
expressed need is ignored, so all are dealt with in timely and appropriate ways.

Any size church, on any
budget can afford
monetarily to have an
effective connection
card ministry.

The true cost in using
communication cards
effectively is in the time
commitment you must
make to them.

It is essential the entire
church staff has the
same commitment to
this ministry. If the
pastor passionately
presents connection
cards and they are not
followed up on or if there
is committed follow up
in place, but the cards
are not presented clearly
and so few are
collected—if either link
in the process fails, the
connection card
ministry will not have
the impact it should.
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· Commit to accountability in follow-up and follow-up schedules.

· Make the importance of connection cards part of your church membership
classes so that new members understand that in filling them out each week
they demonstrate to visitors how important they are. This will also help visitors
want to fit in because they will be doing what everyone else does.

· Commit to pray for the connection card ministry regularly, that your church be
clear and consistent in your use of them, that your follow up be faithful, and
that the Lord honor that ministry by connecting people with your church and
changing lives for eternity.

With proper commitments in place, let’s get practicalWith proper commitments in place, let’s get practicalWith proper commitments in place, let’s get practicalWith proper commitments in place, let’s get practicalWith proper commitments in place, let’s get practical
Before I discuss the process that works best to create connection cards and to
get people to fill them out and turn them in,  it might be helpful to note some
church practices I have observed that don’t work particularly well.
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CHAPTERCHAPTERCHAPTERCHAPTERCHAPTER     THREETHREETHREETHREETHREE

What not tWhat not tWhat not tWhat not tWhat not to do in connection card miniso do in connection card miniso do in connection card miniso do in connection card miniso do in connection card ministrtrtrtrtryyyyy

I’ve been teaching church communications for over twenty years (more info on 
my background in the back of this book) and have looked at many connection 
cards and discussed their use with many church communicators during that 
time. From my experience, and many years of personally using them in a variety 
of church settings, I’ve found the following activities and tools don’t contribute 
to maximum communication success in getting either initial contact or continu-
ing ministry information from people.

I also realize that, though not the most successful, many of the following 
practices have been done by many churches for a long time and it is difficult to 
imagine doing things a different way. If that is your situation, please suspend 
defensiveness or judgment until you’ve finished this entire publication to see 
the recommendations that might replace these actions.

Change is always challenging and difficult and if your church does some of the 
things that follow, I appreciate your willingness to consider alternative ideas. 
After each suggestion of what not to do, I’ll briefly list the alternative action as 
“a better idea,” and after this section, the alternative actions will be discussed 
in more detail.

#1 Don’t use “F#1 Don’t use “F#1 Don’t use “F#1 Don’t use “F#1 Don’t use “Friendship Priendship Priendship Priendship Priendship Pads/Bookleads/Bookleads/Bookleads/Bookleads/Booklets”ts”ts”ts”ts”
In some churches, much more so in the past than today, the procedure for
capturing contact information from visitors and members involves a booklet
with lined pages inside that is passed down the pew for people to fill in and
then passed back down the pew to be collected by ushers.  As it is passed
back, the leader often recommends that people “Notice who is a visitor.”

This tends not to work very well for visitors  today. There are a number of
reasons why, one of the main ones being the current privacy concerns of
people. To many, this is simply too public a way to give out personal informa-
tion.

Perhaps I am more sensitive to this because I work with single adults, but to a
ask a single woman who visits your church to write down her name, address,
phone number, email, and then pass it down a row of strangers, while adding
that people make note of new people in the pew beside them—she probably
won’t do it.  Most likely you don’t have people in your church who will stalk or
take advantage of a single woman alone, but the trust level towards the church
or strangers, for many people today, men and women, is quite low.

These “Friendship Pads” may have worked well years ago when the world at
least seemed to be a safer and more friendly place, but our world has changed.
In additional to personal safety issues, privacy concerns and concerns about
identity theft cause many visitors to pass them on without filling them out.

A beA beA beA beA betttttttttter idea:er idea:er idea:er idea:er idea: a card that can be filled out, folded over, and personal informa-
tion handed in without being made visible to others.

“Because we’ve always
done it that way.”

Though that might be
why you are using the
particular method of
collecting information
from visitors and your
people, consider, please
consider doing things a
new way if you find your
current church
practices described
here.

The privacy concerns
of people today
requires we modify
how we collect
information.
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#2 Don’t use a tear-off piece#2 Don’t use a tear-off piece#2 Don’t use a tear-off piece#2 Don’t use a tear-off piece#2 Don’t use a tear-off piece
There are several reasons for this—consider them carefully  before discounting
my comments, because this method is used in lots of churches and it seems
like such a simple and easy way to collect information from visitors and regular
church attendees. Unfortunately, it’s not as simple as it seems.

First of all, if you primarily use connection cards to find out about visitors, keep
in mind that study after study shows that visitors do not like to stand out. Being
the one person in your row tearing out a piece of paper in an otherwise quiet
church service is a rather loud operation and one guaranteed to turn heads in
the visitor’s direction. Few people want that to happen.

To avoid that situation, some churches have everyone “tear it off all together.”
That seemed like a good solution to me (it’s what is done at the church we
currently attend) until we brought to church a dear woman who had recently
become a believer in her late 60s. As everyone was tearing off their form in
church, I was watching her out of the corner of my eye and noticed she was
having a rather difficult time grasping the flimsy paper. The arthritis in her hands
made it difficult and after several tries, obviously embarrassed, she glanced
around and tried to unobtrusively put the bulletin down beside her. Her connec-
tion card did not get turned in; no follow-up came from the church, and though
she wouldn’t really tell me why, she didn’t want to come to our church again.

My heart hurt watching her and I thought if it makes one little lady embar-
rassed, if she can’t communicate she was there and perhaps share a prayer
request, maybe there are better ways to use a connections piece.

There are lots of little ladies in our world. People come to know Jesus and visit
at church for the first time at many ages and with disabilities of varies types
and we don’t want our method of paper handling to get in the way of connect-
ing with them.

A better idea:A better idea:A better idea:A better idea:A better idea: a separate connection card made of card stock that does not
need to be torn out and that is easy to write on solves all of these problems.
Specifics on how to create the card are discussed later.

#3 Don’t tell people about connection cards without giving them#3 Don’t tell people about connection cards without giving them#3 Don’t tell people about connection cards without giving them#3 Don’t tell people about connection cards without giving them#3 Don’t tell people about connection cards without giving them 
time to fill them out.time to fill them out.time to fill them out.time to fill them out.time to fill them out

This is probably the single biggest reason churches do not get connection cards
turned in. In most churches, either the pastor or another church leader will
mention the connection card very quickly in passing, often when people are still
standing up after singing a song. Sometimes it will be mentioned when people
are sitting down, but often then it is part of a long series of announcements and
no time is given so people can actually fill it out.

The problem with this approach is that a visitor or church member, if they want
to respond or turn in a prayer request, has to then decide when to quit paying
attention to what is going on up front so they can fill out the card, for example:

 · Do you want them to ignore part of the sermon?

Minimize situations that
make seekers stand out
from the group and
make them feel odd or
unusual. Help them
blend in to the group, to
feel welcome and not
different.

John Kamp
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· Write during the prayer time?

· Stay seated and scribble while an upbeat praise song is being sung?

· Juggle the elements while trying to write during communion?

Something has to be ignored while they read a card with which they are 
unfamiliar and fill it out.

A better idea: after telling people about the card; pause, play a few bars of 
music and give them time to actually fill it out. More detail on this process 
later.

#4 Don’t tell people to take the connection cards to the visitor#4 Don’t tell people to take the connection cards to the visitor#4 Don’t tell people to take the connection cards to the visitor#4 Don’t tell people to take the connection cards to the visitor#4 Don’t tell people to take the connection cards to the visitor
center to get a gift from the churchcenter to get a gift from the churchcenter to get a gift from the churchcenter to get a gift from the churchcenter to get a gift from the church

You might have a wonderful gift and fantastic people at your visitor center, but 
your response rate will be much less if people have to take extra steps or 
actions to get to where you want them to take a card, simply because a large 
number of people may forget  or not be able to go there.

For example, if you are a visitor who has children to pick up from their first time 
in the nursery; if you are depressed and don’t want to talk to anyone; if the idea 
of a CD of a message by the pastor isn’t your idea of a gift you are interested in, 
or even if you or your spouse is simply really hungry and can’t wait to get to 
brunch, there are all sorts of reasons why taking a connection card to a visitor 
center might not happen.

A better idea: pic the connection cards up as part of the offering. An extra 
benefit of this process is that visitors have something to put into the offering 
plate other than money, which is an added incentive to turn in their 
information.

#5 Don’t take them up prior to hearing the message#5 Don’t take them up prior to hearing the message#5 Don’t take them up prior to hearing the message#5 Don’t take them up prior to hearing the message#5 Don’t take them up prior to hearing the message
One of the purposes of connection cards is for the church to find out how 
people respond to the sermon.  If the sermon contains a challenge to serious 
life changes, an invitation to respond to personal salvation, a challenge to holy 
living or repentance, a call to sign up for small groups, or some spiritual growth 
program, the pastor needs to know if there is a response and the church staff 
needs to respond to the decision made for it to be more than a momentary 
emotional response.

The connection card is one of the best ways to make this connection, particu-
larly in many churches where a call to “come forward” may make some people 
so uncomfortable it obscures the spiritual decision that needs to be made.

In the cards that I have looked at, I know many churches recognize this and 
have places where people can check statements such as:

___I trusted Jesus for my personal salvation today.

___I rededicated my life to Christ today.

___I commit to begin the Bible reading program with the church.

___I want to be part of a small group.

For most church visitors
and members after the
church service, the
thought of a good meal
or kids that need to be
picked up is often much
more appealing than a
trip to the visitor center
to drop off a connection
card.
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These are important responses for the church to know about, so an appropriate 
response back to them, confirming their commitments and telling the person 
what to do next can be made. Sadly,  in looking at the order of service listed in 
many bulletins, I have found some churches take up the cards during the 
offering BEFORE the sermon has been preached. I know the stress of working 
in a church office can be overwhelming and that we sometimes don’t take time 
to read through and think about what we print, but to ask people to respond to 
challenges, record a significant spiritual decision, and turn in the information 
BEFORE they hear the sermon, doesn’t make any sense at all.

Better Better idea:Better idea:Better idea:Better idea:idea: move the taking up of the offering until after the sermon, so 
people have time to hear the message and challenge, to think about it, and let 
the church know of a well-thought out decision.

#6 Don’t even think about looking at ways to make collecting your#6 Don’t even think about looking at ways to make collecting your#6 Don’t even think about looking at ways to make collecting your#6 Don’t even think about looking at ways to make collecting your#6 Don’t even think about looking at ways to make collecting your 
connection cards more effective if you are not committed to timelyconnection cards more effective if you are not committed to timelyconnection cards more effective if you are not committed to timelyconnection cards more effective if you are not committed to timelyconnection cards more effective if you are not committed to timely 
and appropriate follow up.and appropriate follow up.and appropriate follow up.and appropriate follow up.and appropriate follow up

If you follow every procedure I recommend, you will get lots of cards turned in—
for a few weeks. But if you do not follow up, it can poison the attitude of your
congregation and of returning visitors.

If you passionately proclaim the need to fill out the cards because the church
really wants to connect with “guests” and that volunteers for the upcoming
event are vital to its success, if you do not respond to the cards within aif you do not respond to the cards within aif you do not respond to the cards within aif you do not respond to the cards within aif you do not respond to the cards within a
week, don’t bother use them until you are able to follow up.week, don’t bother use them until you are able to follow up.week, don’t bother use them until you are able to follow up.week, don’t bother use them until you are able to follow up.week, don’t bother use them until you are able to follow up.

The second time people hear your words and no response follows, they will be
less likely to respond. If a number of weeks go by and people have turned in
connection cards with visitor addresses and questions, prayer requests, or
offers to volunteer, and they never receive a response from the church, a
justifiable disappointment and perhaps a sad cynicism will silently filter through
the congregation if pleas to fill out cards continue. Visitors will notice.

On the other hand, if your congregation fills out the cards with expectation and
the joy of interacting with the staff and church family, visitors will catch those
emotions also. They will want to be part of the interaction.

What noWhat noWhat noWhat noWhat not tt tt tt tt to wo wo wo wo worrorrorrorrorry abouty abouty abouty abouty about
In the previous  listing of what not to do, you probably noticed that none of the
things not to do had anything to do with how the card looked, the layout, the
typeface, or graphics. Though these are important issues (we don’t want
something ugly, unreadable, or hard to fill out) how a card looks is more about
the style and look of your church than it is a factor it the effectiveness of its
use. In addition, many ideas and tips for the layout and production of connec-
tion cards will be given in the Production: Gallery section of this book.

What is more important, no matter the specific look of the card, is how you
present it to get the largest number of people to fill it out, which the next
section will discuss in detail.

Though specifics on
how to follow up will be
discussed in detail later
in this book, one of the
most destructive things
in a connection card
ministry is lack of follow
up.

Make a commitment to
timely follow up from
the start or nothing else
you do with connection
cards will be of value.
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CHAPTERCHAPTERCHAPTERCHAPTERCHAPTER     FOURFOURFOURFOURFOUR

How to get the maximum number of connectionHow to get the maximum number of connectionHow to get the maximum number of connectionHow to get the maximum number of connectionHow to get the maximum number of connection
cards turned incards turned incards turned incards turned incards turned in

There are, no doubt, many ways to effectively use connection cards. The one
following has been what I have personally experienced to be an extremely
successful method in a variety of churches and ministry settings.

 There are a number of seemingly little, picky steps in this procedure, but
please do not discount them. What may seem like a tiny, unimportant proce-
dure could actually be a turning point in the journey of a soul either to or away
from connecting with your church and Jesus.

 I apologize in advance for the churches that have a liturgy that would make
this method unrealistic. My recent personal experiences in using this type of
connection card and this procedure has come from non-liturgical churches. But
I do know from the wonderful folks I interact with in my seminars, that no
matter what your church worship format, if you truly want to connect with
visitors and members, and if you are gripped by a vision of what connection
cards can do, you will come up with creative ways to make it work, no matter

what your liturgical format.

The following chapters on how to respond and use the
cards after you collect them  are the same for any
church.

Whatever your church worship format, with what follows,
feel free to use what is useful, and modify or improvise
in any way to make it workable and appropriate for your
church. Vary one or two things to see if the changes
make a difference. Record what you try and record the

response before the change
and the results after the
change.

Remember, the only measure of
success in a church communi-
cation project, is how do people
respond? The response that you
are looking for is how manyhow manyhow manyhow manyhow many
fill out the cards and turnfill out the cards and turnfill out the cards and turnfill out the cards and turnfill out the cards and turn
them in.them in.them in.them in.them in. This connection with
people is what matters.

No matter what procedure you
use, especially if it is a new one,

there will be people who won’t like it. Young or old; some people will think they
are unnecessary; some people won’t want to change the way “things have
always been done.”

How your card looks 
depends on the style, 
denomination, and 
location of your church. 
For example, the 
connection card from a 
Community Church in 
Southern California will 
most likely look very 
different than a 
connection card from a 
Lutheran church in 
Michigan. Any design 
can work, it’s how you 
present it that is most 
important to assure a 
good response.
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In advance prepare to gently explain that we are doing this to connect with
people; that we are testing a new way and we will measure if this procedure will
encourage more visitors to let us know they are there and if it helps our
members response to us. People connecting with the church, not pleasing
personal preferences is your North Star. Keep focused on it.

Before the announcement about the connection cardsBefore the announcement about the connection cardsBefore the announcement about the connection cardsBefore the announcement about the connection cardsBefore the announcement about the connection cards
A few things need to be in place before an announcement can be made about
the cards including:

· The cards have to be made up. For the form of the cards themselves, a
separate card, printed on uncoated card stock works best. (See Gallery section
for examples). A digital duplicator can print them very inexpensively.

· The cards themselves should be inserted into the weekly church bulletin or
worship folder.

· If the church does not use or give out a church bulletin or worship folder at
the start of the service, cards can be handed out or put in pew racks. Place-
ment in pew racks however, often greatly cuts down on response.

Brief, true story here: after one of my seminars where we talked about the 
value of connection cards, a gentleman came up to me and asked, “How do you 
think the response rate would change if you put the cards into pew racks 
instead of having them in the bulletin?”

“You’ve already done that, haven’t you?” I smiled and asked.

“Yes,” he said sheepishly, “but tell me what do you think would happen?”
“I think the response would drop significantly,” I answered.

“It went from good to zero,” he said, “why do you think that happened?”

I honestly didn’t know.

I suggested, in a rather lame attempt at humor, that maybe people were so 
tired on Sunday that to have to lift a card out of the pew rack was more than 
they could handle. There could be many reasons, including the discomfort of 
perhaps having to reach over people to get to them. But reasons aside, I’ve 
seen his experience repeated many times in other churches.

Bottom line:Bottom line:Bottom line:Bottom line:Bottom line: if you have the cards in pew racks, and people have to reach 
over and get one to fill it out, response will be significantly decreased.

This is not to say that you cannot make this method work, but you have to take 
additional time to focus on the cards and train your people to perhaps take one 
out and hand it to a visitor or the person beside them.

· No matter where or how people get the cards, be sure the pew racks have
pencils or pens with which to fill out the cards. Be sure the pencils or pens will
actually write on the cards. Remember nothing writes very well on slick, glossy
paper. If you have a slick, glossy printed bulletin you should have a separate
card printed on uncoated stock for your connection card. Be sure to actually
test writing on whatever you have printed.

Pew racks for
connection cards are
your distribution method
of last resort. Requiring
people to reach over
someone, take them out
of the rack, and then fill
them out will greatly cut
down on your response.

Even if your bulletin is
printed on glossy paper
stock, be sure to print
your connection cards
on uncoated paper
using an ink, not toner-
based printer.

You cannot write on
glossy paper or toner-
based images. More
information on
connection card
production is in the
back of the book.
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Connection card announcement procedureConnection card announcement procedureConnection card announcement procedureConnection card announcement procedureConnection card announcement procedure
What the pastor or worship leader says will be printed in Bold Italics in the 
section that follows with explanatory notes interspersed.

Early in the service, when people are sitting down, the pastor or worship leader 
stands up and says:

“Would everyone please take out your connection card.”“Would everyone please take out your connection card.”“Would everyone please take out your connection card.”“Would everyone please take out your connection card.”“Would everyone please take out your connection card.”

EvEvEvEvEverererereryyyyyoneoneoneoneone is ask is ask is ask is ask is asked ted ted ted ted to do this fo do this fo do this fo do this fo do this for seor seor seor seor sevvvvveral reasons.eral reasons.eral reasons.eral reasons.eral reasons.
 ·  Cards can be used for taking church attendance, for use in filling in database
church membership/management programs.

 ·  Cards can be used for current member communication, for prayer requests,
response to volunteer requests, attendance numbers at church events,  etc.

 · If everyone is filling out a card, the visitor will be motivated to do what
everyone else is doing and will not feel uncomfortably singled out as they might
if they were the only one in the row filling out the card.

 ·  During membership classes, encourage your members to do this on a weekly
basis and to encourage those around them to do it also.

Pastor or leader continues:
“If y“If y“If y“If y“If you are a visitou are a visitou are a visitou are a visitou are a visitororororor, please f, please f, please f, please f, please fill out yill out yill out yill out yill out your contact infour contact infour contact infour contact infour contact information. Wormation. Wormation. Wormation. Wormation. Weeeee
would love to be in touch with you to tell you more about ourwould love to be in touch with you to tell you more about ourwould love to be in touch with you to tell you more about ourwould love to be in touch with you to tell you more about ourwould love to be in touch with you to tell you more about our
church. If you are a regular attendee, just give us your name.church. If you are a regular attendee, just give us your name.church. If you are a regular attendee, just give us your name.church. If you are a regular attendee, just give us your name.church. If you are a regular attendee, just give us your name.”

“Whoever you are, think of this as your feedback card or connec-“Whoever you are, think of this as your feedback card or connec-“Whoever you are, think of this as your feedback card or connec-“Whoever you are, think of this as your feedback card or connec-“Whoever you are, think of this as your feedback card or connec-
tion card to the church.”tion card to the church.”tion card to the church.”tion card to the church.”tion card to the church.”

 ·  It’s up to you what you want to call it—whatever you are most comfortable
with is what is important.

 ·  One positive aspect of calling it a feedback card, or mentioning feedback as
a use of the card, is that feedback in any form or situation is a very popular
thing today. Television programs, websites, blogs, many forms of communica-
tion today all give us an opportunity for feedback.

 ·  Depending upon your audience and the situation, you may want to add  a
disclaimer similar to what people see on websites and any area asking for
information today, by saying something like:

“““““AnAnAnAnAny infy infy infy infy information shared is conformation shared is conformation shared is conformation shared is conformation shared is confidential and fidential and fidential and fidential and fidential and for the cor the cor the cor the cor the churchurchurchurchurch sh sh sh sh staftaftaftaftaffffff
onlyonlyonlyonlyonly.” .” .” .” .” (a longer disclaimer is in the Gallery Section)

 ·  Continue an encouragement to get the card filled out by saying something
like:

“We really want to hear from you. If you have a prayer request, if“We really want to hear from you. If you have a prayer request, if“We really want to hear from you. If you have a prayer request, if“We really want to hear from you. If you have a prayer request, if“We really want to hear from you. If you have a prayer request, if
you have a question, if there is any way we can help or be ofyou have a question, if there is any way we can help or be ofyou have a question, if there is any way we can help or be ofyou have a question, if there is any way we can help or be ofyou have a question, if there is any way we can help or be of
serserserserservice tvice tvice tvice tvice to yo yo yo yo you on you on you on you on you on your spiritual journeour spiritual journeour spiritual journeour spiritual journeour spiritual journeyyyyy, w, w, w, w, we we we we we want tant tant tant tant to knoo knoo knoo knoo know about it.”w about it.”w about it.”w about it.”w about it.”

This procedure has
been used extensively in
a number of settings
and is extremely
successful in getting
people to fill out and
turn in connection
cards.

ALL the steps are very
important for maximum
response.
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 ·  What happens next is the hardest thing of all and the most important.

 ·  The pastor or the person who has introduced the cards needs to:

 PausePausePausePausePause, allow a few bars of music to be played and give people timeallow a few bars of music to be played and give people timeallow a few bars of music to be played and give people timeallow a few bars of music to be played and give people timeallow a few bars of music to be played and give people time
to fill out the cards.to fill out the cards.to fill out the cards.to fill out the cards.to fill out the cards.

· If desired, the pastor or leader can say:

“I’m going to take time to fill out my card while all of you fill out“I’m going to take time to fill out my card while all of you fill out“I’m going to take time to fill out my card while all of you fill out“I’m going to take time to fill out my card while all of you fill out“I’m going to take time to fill out my card while all of you fill out
your cards.”your cards.”your cards.”your cards.”your cards.”

 ·  The reason why this is so important is because it gives people time to actually
fill out the card. They will not miss out on any part of the service by taking time
to fill it out; they will not be distracted if they have a prayer request wondering
when they are going to take time to fill out the card.

 · I warn you—it will seem absolutely impossible to take time to do this. Test the
number of seconds this takes, it will surprise you how few they are.  Please
remember, those few seconds can be life and eternity-altering.

 ·  After giving people time to fill out the connection card, the pastor or leader
can then say:

“Hold on to the cards during the rest of the service. We will collect“Hold on to the cards during the rest of the service. We will collect“Hold on to the cards during the rest of the service. We will collect“Hold on to the cards during the rest of the service. We will collect“Hold on to the cards during the rest of the service. We will collect
them near the end with the offering. Again, let me encourage you,them near the end with the offering. Again, let me encourage you,them near the end with the offering. Again, let me encourage you,them near the end with the offering. Again, let me encourage you,them near the end with the offering. Again, let me encourage you,
if at any time during the message if you have a question, or feed-if at any time during the message if you have a question, or feed-if at any time during the message if you have a question, or feed-if at any time during the message if you have a question, or feed-if at any time during the message if you have a question, or feed-
back—if there is something that I do that you don’t like, we want toback—if there is something that I do that you don’t like, we want toback—if there is something that I do that you don’t like, we want toback—if there is something that I do that you don’t like, we want toback—if there is something that I do that you don’t like, we want to
know.”know.”know.”know.”know.”

 ·  The service continues and after the sermon, near the end of the service, the
pastor or church leader again stands up and says:

“““““WWWWWould yould yould yould yould you please takou please takou please takou please takou please take out ye out ye out ye out ye out your connection carour connection carour connection carour connection carour connection card. Yd. Yd. Yd. Yd. You’vou’vou’vou’vou’ve heare heare heare heare heard thed thed thed thed the
sermon and now we want to hear from you. Again, if you have asermon and now we want to hear from you. Again, if you have asermon and now we want to hear from you. Again, if you have asermon and now we want to hear from you. Again, if you have asermon and now we want to hear from you. Again, if you have a
prapraprapraprayyyyyer reqer reqer reqer reqer requesuesuesuesuest, if yt, if yt, if yt, if yt, if you made a decision tou made a decision tou made a decision tou made a decision tou made a decision todaodaodaodaodayyyyy, if y, if y, if y, if y, if you haou haou haou haou havvvvve a qe a qe a qe a qe a ques-ues-ues-ues-ues-
tion about the teaching you heard or are confused about any parttion about the teaching you heard or are confused about any parttion about the teaching you heard or are confused about any parttion about the teaching you heard or are confused about any parttion about the teaching you heard or are confused about any part
of our church service, if there is any way we can help you on yourof our church service, if there is any way we can help you on yourof our church service, if there is any way we can help you on yourof our church service, if there is any way we can help you on yourof our church service, if there is any way we can help you on your
spiritual journespiritual journespiritual journespiritual journespiritual journeyyyyy, w, w, w, w, we we we we we want tant tant tant tant to knoo knoo knoo knoo knowwwww.....

“We’ll be collecting the offering in a few minutes. If you are not a“We’ll be collecting the offering in a few minutes. If you are not a“We’ll be collecting the offering in a few minutes. If you are not a“We’ll be collecting the offering in a few minutes. If you are not a“We’ll be collecting the offering in a few minutes. If you are not a
member of our church, please don’t feel you have to contributemember of our church, please don’t feel you have to contributemember of our church, please don’t feel you have to contributemember of our church, please don’t feel you have to contributemember of our church, please don’t feel you have to contribute
fffffinanciallyinanciallyinanciallyinanciallyinancially. The only contribution w. The only contribution w. The only contribution w. The only contribution w. The only contribution we we we we we want frant frant frant frant from yom yom yom yom you is the connec-ou is the connec-ou is the connec-ou is the connec-ou is the connec-
tion card.”tion card.”tion card.”tion card.”tion card.”

The offering is now collected along with many connection cards.

What to do after you collect the connection cardsWhat to do after you collect the connection cardsWhat to do after you collect the connection cardsWhat to do after you collect the connection cardsWhat to do after you collect the connection cards
Getting the largest number of people to fill out connection cards is only the first
step in using them for effective ministry. If you have followed the procedure
above—be prepared.be prepared.be prepared.be prepared.be prepared.

You will be astounded at the number and variety of responses you receive.

TTTTTo actually pauseo actually pauseo actually pauseo actually pauseo actually pause
and give people timeand give people timeand give people timeand give people timeand give people time
to fi l l  out theto fi l l  out theto fi l l  out theto fi l l  out theto fi l l  out the
connection card isconnection card isconnection card isconnection card isconnection card is
one of the hardestone of the hardestone of the hardestone of the hardestone of the hardest
things you will  everthings you will  everthings you will  everthings you will  everthings you will  ever
do but it isdo but it isdo but it isdo but it isdo but it is
absolute lyabsolute lyabsolute lyabsolute lyabsolute ly
ESSENTIAL if youESSENTIAL if youESSENTIAL if youESSENTIAL if youESSENTIAL if you
want the maximumwant the maximumwant the maximumwant the maximumwant the maximum
number of people tonumber of people tonumber of people tonumber of people tonumber of people to
fil l  out the cardsfil l  out the cardsfil l  out the cardsfil l  out the cardsfil l  out the cards
and turn them in.and turn them in.and turn them in.and turn them in.and turn them in.

It only takes a few
seconds—don’t let the
screaming voices in
your head tell you you
don’t have time to do it.
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You need to be prepared for this because nothing is worse than asking people
to share personal information with the church, pour out their hearts, respond to
a message offering salvation or life change, or volunteer for a challenging job
around the church and then for your church to not respond.

When people fill out a connection form, it is like one person putting out their
hand for someone to shake. If the person to whom the hand is offered doesn’t
reach out and take the offered hand, no connection takes place. People have
put out their hand to the church in filling out the card; you must reach back with
either a phone call, email, letter or personal contact, (more and detailed ideas
on how to do later) because until you respond, the person who metaphorically
put out their hand by filling out the card is left hanging, waiting.

When an offered handshake is refused or ignored, hurt feelings, rejection and
misunderstanding take place. You may never know the courage it took for
someone to take a first step towards Jesus or for them to ask for help. You
won’t feel the hope expressed in turning in the connection card that the church
might really care, or the pain desperately shared in a simple prayer request.  It
cannot be emphasized strongly enough that to not respond to connection cards
in a timely and appropriate manner can be more damaging than not creating
and passing them out in the first place.

The next chapter contains important suggestions for your follow up. You might
sigh a big sigh of relief when you get a great response when many visitors and
members turn in the cards—but don’t relax too soon—the real work has just
started.

It cannot be emphasized
strongly enough that to
not respond to
connection cards in a
timely and appropriate
manner can be more
damaging than not
creating and passing
them out in the first
place.
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An optional way to get input in addition to your physical connectionAn optional way to get input in addition to your physical connectionAn optional way to get input in addition to your physical connectionAn optional way to get input in addition to your physical connectionAn optional way to get input in addition to your physical connection
cardscardscardscardscards

Don’t feel you have to do this, but for some churches, in some settings,
consider:

Encourage visitors to send you text messages, Twitter responses, 
connect with your Facebook page, or whatever new technology is 
operational when you read this.

Use many of the same steps mentioned previously in that you take a time to
focus on and encourage response and interaction.

For a very interesting example of how this kind of interaction can work, check
out how many of the current television commentators respond to social media
messages. Even while doing a newscast, some commentators have several
computer monitors in front of them and are continuously asking questions and
interacting with the messages that are sent to them via the web, Twitter, and
Facebook in real time.

In many ways this is perhaps the opposite side of a continuum starting on one
side with a highly structured liturgical church where every action is anticipated
and predictable to a fluid, interactive, emergent or nontraditional church. There
is no perfect system for every church or every outreach program. First and
foremost always ask the Lord to help you see the needs and best ways to
connect with the people you are called to reach.

Precedents in missions for cultural accommodationPrecedents in missions for cultural accommodationPrecedents in missions for cultural accommodationPrecedents in missions for cultural accommodationPrecedents in missions for cultural accommodation
In the early days of mission outreach to China, Hudson Taylor and Lottie Moon 
experienced great breakthroughs in response to the Christian message when 
they adopted Chinese dress. Learning the language was also vitally important, 
but so was dressing like the people dressed who they wanted to reach.

Chinese language and dress would not have been appropriate for outreach in 
America during that time, but for the people God called them to reach it was 
necessary and important.

Today, to be culturally relevant you may want to explore the most recent 
social media used by members of your congregation.

It may take a teamIt may take a teamIt may take a teamIt may take a teamIt may take a team
That previous suggestion may have struck fear into your heart if you are not 
active on social media. Don't worry, not every up-front communicator is multi-
channel, multi-tasking skilled; nor does he or she need to be.

For years, churches have often had multiple people involved in conducting the 
church service, for example, someone is playing music while the preacher is 
giving an altar call or asking for a response. Altar boys and girls assist the pastor 
or priest in mass and liturgy.

Something to think about: Consider a tech minister, who responds to text

In some churches, a
significant part of your
congregation is already
involved in texting while
you are speaking—why
not have someone, or a
tech team who can
engage them in spiritual
conversations?
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messages, tweets, and other forms of digital communication while the
preacher is preaching. That person could sit in the back, balcony, or in a place
where their texting will not be a distraction to others. The text minister could
answer questions, refer questions to websites for additional information, get
names to follow up on later. The ministry possibilities are as wide as the web.

Please, if this totally scares you or seems wildly inappropriate, don’t worry about
it; this is not something for everyone. However, for some churches, who are
reaching a younger or highly technical audience, you can rest assured that what
you want to do is not heretical. There are many precedents in missionary
history.

Other uses for social mediaOther uses for social mediaOther uses for social mediaOther uses for social mediaOther uses for social media
Using social media, especially Twitter during church services, is not necessary
for most churches. But it is a useful tool for interactions outside of the church
service.

On my website www.effectivechurchcom.com I am going to be doing additional
articles and training on this. As I write, we are setting up some new things in our
church I’ll be reporting on as soon as I see how it goes.

PLEASE, if you are using any of the social media effectively in your church—and I
don’t mean simply have a Twitter and Facebook logo on your bulletin cover so
you look cool—but if you are really using them in ministry, please email me at:
yvon@effectivechurchcom.com, tell me your story and give me permission to
share it. I’d love to put together a collection of ideas on how we can be effec-
tive cybermissionaries.
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CHAPTERCHAPTERCHAPTERCHAPTERCHAPTER     FIVEFIVEFIVEFIVEFIVE

How to respond effectively to connection cards,How to respond effectively to connection cards,How to respond effectively to connection cards,How to respond effectively to connection cards,How to respond effectively to connection cards,
an oan oan oan oan ovvvvvererererervievievievieviewwwww

At this point, the hard work of the connection card ministry is just starting. 
Before we get specific about how to respond, let’s take a minute to review 
what we’ve learned so far.

Following the advice given in the previous chapter is important because I’ve 
found  that people assume the look of their connection card is the primary 
determinate as to whether people fill them out or not. Though we want the 
design to be clear, the paper or card stock easy to write on, and enough space 
between lines to write easily, nothing matters in the design if the church 
procedures do not include intentional ways to be sure the maximum number of 
people fill out the cards.

As previously discussed these intentional actions include having the pastor or 
worship leader focus on the cards, explain them clearly, and giving people time 
to fill them out are extremely important. Finally, again encouraging people to fill 
them out and collecting them at the end of the service with the offering is a way 
to assure that a maximum number of cards will be collected.

All of the work described above is essential, but if you aren’t ready and commit-
ted to follow up immediately with the requests and responses you receive on 
the cards, all of your efforts will not only be wasted, but will have negative 
consequences.

In the following sections are suggestions on what to have in place and what to 
do to make the whole process a positive, church-growing one.

Plan ahead on how to handle the requests and responses you willPlan ahead on how to handle the requests and responses you willPlan ahead on how to handle the requests and responses you willPlan ahead on how to handle the requests and responses you willPlan ahead on how to handle the requests and responses you will
receivereceivereceivereceivereceive

You shouldn’t wait to figure out your response to people after you collect the
cards any more than a battlefield medical team would have a staff meeting to
figure out how to deal with the wounded as they are coming in. When people
are bleeding, medical teams don’t sit around and ask:

· “Do you think we need an operating room?”

 · “Where are the bandages?  I know we have some somewhere.”

 ·  “Who will administer, the IV? I think this person will die if they don’t get one.”

 · “Do you think in the next couple of weeks you can set that broken leg?”

If a battlefield medical team was asking these questions, when they should be
responding with action, we’d accuse them of incredible incompetence in
dealing with the lives of the wounded.

Fortunately, that is not how battlefield wounded are treated. During the recent
war, television news has shown numerous specials on the speed of treatment

A lack of follow-up on
collected connection
cards will not only waste
your efforts but have
negative consequences.

When people are
physically wounded they
need immediate care.
When people are
spiritually wounded, a
lack of response to a
need or question
expressed on a
connection card may
irreparably damage their
hearts and openness to
Jesus.
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on the battlefields and the cutting-edge surgery and treatment teams available
to help our troops.

 For the emotionally and spiritually wounded who come to our churches each
week and who fill out connection cards listing their needs, is your church able
to respond immediately with concrete, useful answers?

Or are these questions sometimes asked in the church office:

  “Did the prayer requests get typed up this week yet?”

· “We’ve got a food bank referral, don’t we?”

  “Who is doing hospital visitation this week?”

  “What did we do with that pregnancy hot line number?”

  “Who is answering the requests for information about the single’s 
ministry?”

  “Where is our list of small groups?” 
 ·  “Another death for a family member in our church family….oh, dear….where
and when is that grief workshop being held?”

 ·  “Did the connection cards get entered into the data base? It’s Friday already
and we don’t want next week’s piling up.”

YYYYYou need people and prou need people and prou need people and prou need people and prou need people and procedures in place befocedures in place befocedures in place befocedures in place befocedures in place before beginning aore beginning aore beginning aore beginning aore beginning a
connection carconnection carconnection carconnection carconnection card ministrd ministrd ministrd ministrd ministryyyyy

None of the issues or needs expressed above should come as a surprise to any
church staff. Though each situation is unique to some extent, overall people
experience similar needs and the resources to meet them can be prepared
ahead of time.

With that in mind, before you can begin to respond to your connection cards,
PLEASE be sure you have all the needed people and procedures in place. Again,
I cannot emphasize strongly enough that it is better to not even create the
cards, than to have them, ask people to fill them out, and then ignore them. It
is often said that you never get a second chance to make a good first impres-
sion. With connection cards, it may not be too strong to say that you will not get
a second chance to connect or gain trust with a visitor or church member if you
ignore their connection card or unreasonably delay your response to them.

Specific resources neededSpecific resources neededSpecific resources neededSpecific resources neededSpecific resources needed
You need the following three areas of response in place before you institute a
connection card ministry:

 ·  People Resources

·  Spiritual Resources

 ·  Social Service Resources

Let’s now look at each of these resource areas in more detail:
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People Resources: wPeople Resources: wPeople Resources: wPeople Resources: wPeople Resources: who will respond to the connection cards?ho will respond to the connection cards?ho will respond to the connection cards?ho will respond to the connection cards?ho will respond to the connection cards?
The answer is not automatic and will involve more than one person for the 
variety of responses needed.  The answer does not stop with the administrative 
assistant whose job it is to sort and enter information on a database and/or 
prayer list.

The data entry is a clerical and administrative action done by an often already 
overworked person. In addition to the careful work required in recording, this 
person should not be responsible for the pastoral responses then needed.

The person doing the data entry is involved in a ministry of recording and this is 
an honored and important ministry. As the books of Numbers and Chronicles in 
our Bibles remind us, the careful recording of God’s people is of extreme 
importance. It is the basis for all other actions.

After the ministry of recording, other people, in addition to the pastors, who 
respond to specific pastoral requests, are needed for the ministry of connec-
tion. To assign these responsibilities, you need to decide such things as:

 · Who will contact visitors and how?

 ·  Who will contact people in crisis?

 · Who will let people know we are praying for them?

 · Who will follow up on volunteer requests?

In eIn eIn eIn eIn evvvvven a ven a ven a ven a ven a vererererery small or stary small or stary small or stary small or stary small or starting churting churting churting churting church or ministrch or ministrch or ministrch or ministrch or ministryyyyy, it is best t, it is best t, it is best t, it is best t, it is best tooooo 
hahahahahavvvvve some sore some sore some sore some sore some sort of Pt of Pt of Pt of Pt of Pastastastastastoral Care toral Care toral Care toral Care toral Care team in place team in place team in place team in place team in place to respond to respond to respond to respond to respond tooooo 
connection cards.connection cards.connection cards.connection cards.connection cards

The pastor of the church will most likely be part of that team and there are
some folks he or she may want to handle personally, but the majority of the
responses to connection cards should be handled by a Pastoral Care Team.

I cannot recommend strongly enough that your church consider Stephen
Ministries as a resource in setting up a Pastoral Care team to deal with the
needs that will come to you through the connection cards. Stephen Ministries is
a group that works with all denominations and all sizes of churches to train
people in pastoral care. Please go to their website: www.stephenministries.org
for more information about the organization, for training and useful resources.

At the very least, even without formal training, the church should have caring
volunteers who can help to make follow up phone calls and emails for clarifica-
tion, to answer questions, and to make referrals. This group might also be part
of a visitation or visitor response team. More later how to use this team, but for
right now, be sure there are people in place.

Spiritual ResourcesSpiritual ResourcesSpiritual ResourcesSpiritual ResourcesSpiritual Resources
The responses you have in place in this area may vary in some ways depending
upon your church, its size, its location and the particular target groups you are

One of the best
resources for training a
pastoral care team to
respond to connection
cards is the Stephen
Ministries:
www.stephenministries.orgwww.stephenministries.orgwww.stephenministries.orgwww.stephenministries.orgwww.stephenministries.org
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trying to reach. For example, a large inner-city church may need different
resources than a small rural church.

But regardless of your location, all churches need to be able to respond to the
following spiritual issues (expressed in all sorts of ways) when people ask on
their connection card:

 · How do I become a Christian?

 · How do I come back to God if I wandered away?

 ·  How do I deal with an addiction or habit I can’t control?

 · Can God forgive my sins?

 ·  Why does your church believe.......(many questions here)

 · How do I become a member of this church?

 ·  Can the church help me with my struggles with....(many issues here:
addictions, loneliness, loss)?

YYYYYou need tou need tou need tou need tou need to hao hao hao hao havvvvve responses in place that can be give responses in place that can be give responses in place that can be give responses in place that can be give responses in place that can be given ten ten ten ten to people ino people ino people ino people ino people in
a variety of ways including:a variety of ways including:a variety of ways including:a variety of ways including:a variety of ways including:

·  Some people will want a phone call. A caring, trained volunteer, pastor, or
Stephen’s minister would be the appropriate responder here.

· Some people may prefer to receive a letter. Be sure you have tracts, denomi-
national literature, and church brochures that answer spiritual questions. The
American Tract Society has an excellent collection of tracts that answer many
spiritual questions. They are available at www.atstracts.org

·  Others may indicate they prefer to be contacted by email. If so, be sure you
have either on-line resources on your church website or websites you can refer
people to.

Faith Resource links from my website,Faith Resource links from my website,Faith Resource links from my website,Faith Resource links from my website,Faith Resource links from my website,
wwwwwwwwwwwwwww.ef.ef.ef.ef.effffffectivectivectivectivectivechurechurechurechurechurchcom.comchcom.comchcom.comchcom.comchcom.com

This is part of a longer list on my  website, www.effectivechurchcom.com, the 
links are live on this site and you can click directly to the resources. You can 
also copy them from the website into your website for easy seeker access.

TTTTTen Ren Ren Ren Ren Reasons teasons teasons teasons teasons to Belieo Belieo Belieo Belieo Believvvvveeeee, https://discoveryseries.org/ten-reasons/
An excellent site to explore the Christian faith in detail. Contains a number of 
lists including: Ten reasons to believe in life after death, Ten reasons to believe 
in Christ rather than religion, Ten reasons to believe in the Bible.

Christian Research InstituteChristian Research InstituteChristian Research InstituteChristian Research InstituteChristian Research Institute, www.equip.org/
This is the website of the Christian Research Institute and Hank Hanegraff, the 
Bible Answer Man.There are answers to many questions and links to many 
resources on this site.

Who is Jesus?Who is Jesus?Who is Jesus?Who is Jesus?Who is Jesus? www.whoisjesus-really.com
Lots of questions answered here about Jesus.

The American Tract
Society has an excellent
collection of tracts that
answer many spiritual
questions. They are
available at:
www.atst racts .orgwww.atst racts .orgwww.atst racts .orgwww.atst racts .orgwww.atst racts .org
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Campus Crusade for ChristCampus Crusade for ChristCampus Crusade for ChristCampus Crusade for ChristCampus Crusade for Christ, www.cru.org/
Lots of information for those exploring the Christian life and for those who want 
to live it. The ministry has changed over the years with a new name and new 
look but still has solid resources.

Our Daily BreadOur Daily BreadOur Daily BreadOur Daily BreadOur Daily Bread, www.rbc.org/odb/odb.shtml
A wonderful daily devotional for both new and more mature Christians.

Stand to Reason, www.str.org  
The tag line for this site filled with answers to challenges to the Christian faith is 
"Confidence for every Christian • Clear thinking for every challenge • Courage 
and grace for every encounter." That's a great summary of what's on the site. 
They also have excellent resources specifically for students.

Radio Bible Class MinistriesRadio Bible Class MinistriesRadio Bible Class MinistriesRadio Bible Class MinistriesRadio Bible Class Ministries, www.rbc.org/
There are a wealth of resources on this site for growing in your Christian life. 
There are Bible reading plans, articles on finding a church, answers to many 
questions people have about the Christian faith.

OnePlace.comOnePlace.comOnePlace.comOnePlace.comOnePlace.com, www.oneplace.com/
A very fun site and educational site. This site contains the links to many 
Christian radio stations. You can listen to your favorite radio preachers live here 
and can download messages.

In addition, many denominations have resources that are helpful to answer 
spiritual questions. Check out your denominational publishing houses for these 
resources and link to your denominational websites from your church website.

Social Service ResourcesSocial Service ResourcesSocial Service ResourcesSocial Service ResourcesSocial Service Resources
Though you are a church and the spiritual welfare of people may be your
primary concern, many times people will come to your church and will reach out
on a connection card for answers to physical needs. In addition, though a
primary need expressed may be spiritual, a tangible physical need may go along
with it.

For example, a woman might write on her card, “My marriage is in trouble and
I’m afraid, please, can I talk to someone?” If a pastoral call reveals severe
abuse, the referral of a domestic violence program may be needed.

If someone writes:  “I’ve been out of work for two months and things are getting
tough.”  A pastoral call may reveal a need for referral to a food bank and utility
payment assistance.

There are many situations like this and to help your pastoral care team
respond, have in place the following resources with listings that include:

 ·  contact information

 ·  services provided

 ·  costs or requirements for assistance

If you have other sites you
think are useful for
churches to know about
and link to or that are
helpful for visitors, please
let me know. Email me at
yvon@effectivechurchcom.com

Jesus met many
physical as well as
spiritual needs and we
should be prepared to do
the same.
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Often you don’t have to put together this list yourself. Contact local governmen-
tal or social service groups—most cities already have these lists in place.

The list of suggested groups that follows are not exhaustive, but merely a start
for what you might need. Your church location (rural or big city), the age groups
you primarily reach (youth, young families, seniors), each of these groups will
benefit from you being prepared with specialized resources.

Social Service Resources to include information about:Social Service Resources to include information about:Social Service Resources to include information about:Social Service Resources to include information about:Social Service Resources to include information about:
 · Food banks

·  Emergency housing

 ·  Transportation services

·  Crisis pregnancy

 ·  Battered women shelters

 ·  Child protective services

 ·  Any specific needs or ministries for your church or community

 ·  Mental health related resources

 ·  Pastoral counseling referrals

 ·  Christian counseling referrals

 ·  Guidelines on when to refer to outside counseling

 ·  Alcohol or drug 12-step, recovery and treatment programs, both church and
secular ones

·  Pornography addiction and counseling services

·  Grief recovery

·  Divorce recovery

 ·  Additional resources unique to your community such as support for military
families with members deployed overseas.

Be sure that you periodically test the phone numbers and make certain the
information you give out is current.

It would be terribly disappointing to someone to receive a recommendation
from your church and a referral for assistance only to get a message that the
number is no longer in service. If you can give people needing help the specific
name of a person who can help them that is even better. If you have a team of
people who can go with them to the agency and who can follow up to make
sure that people get the help needed, that is best of all.

More than any words we flash on a screen, your care of the less fortunate
communicates the reality of Jesus in the life of your church.

Test phone number,
website addresses, and
all contact information
periodically to make
sure it is current.

You do not want to
disappoint a person in
need by giving them a
phone number that is
no longer in service.
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Now that your resources are in place consider the triage modelNow that your resources are in place consider the triage modelNow that your resources are in place consider the triage modelNow that your resources are in place consider the triage modelNow that your resources are in place consider the triage model
You cannot and do not need to respond to every connection card at the same 
time or in the same way. You will get a wide variety of input on the cards ranging 
from a simple change of address notification to news of a church member 
involved in a severe accident, to a personal loss or tragedy, to a visitor request 
for more information, to a volunteer signing up for children’s ministry. Obviously 
not every card has the same urgency regarding the response needed.

To balance church resources and the needs of people, the concept of triage 
might be helpful. The next chapter defines it and shows how it can provide a 
model for responding to the needs expressed on communication cards.
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CHAPTERCHAPTERCHAPTERCHAPTERCHAPTER     SIXSIXSIXSIXSIX

TTTTTriage, a model friage, a model friage, a model friage, a model friage, a model for responding tor responding tor responding tor responding tor responding to connectiono connectiono connectiono connectiono connection
cardscardscardscardscards

It is critically important to respond to the connection cards received each
Sunday, but as stated in the previous chapter, not every card needs the same
timeliness or intensity of response, but how do you decide what needs what?

The concept of triage can help.

FirFirFirFirFirst, here is the histst, here is the histst, here is the histst, here is the histst, here is the histororororory and defy and defy and defy and defy and definition of TRIAinition of TRIAinition of TRIAinition of TRIAinition of TRIAGE frGE frGE frGE frGE from Wikipedia,om Wikipedia,om Wikipedia,om Wikipedia,om Wikipedia,
the online encyclopedia:the online encyclopedia:the online encyclopedia:the online encyclopedia:the online encyclopedia:

TRIAGETRIAGETRIAGETRIAGETRIAGE
The term [triage] comes from battlefield or natural disaster
situations. When the wounded are brought in there are three
categories in which the wounded are immediately placed:

Red / ImmediateRed / ImmediateRed / ImmediateRed / ImmediateRed / Immediate

They require immediate surgery or other lifesaving intervention,
and have first priority for surgical teams or transport to advanced
facilities; they “cannot wait” but are likely to survive with immediate
treatment.

YYYYYelloelloelloelloellow / Obserw / Obserw / Obserw / Obserw / Observvvvvationationationationation

Their condition is stable for the moment but requires watching by
trained persons and frequent re-triage, will need hospital care (and
would receive immediate priority care under “normal”
circumstances).

Green / Wait (walking wounded)Green / Wait (walking wounded)Green / Wait (walking wounded)Green / Wait (walking wounded)Green / Wait (walking wounded)

They will require a doctor’s care in several hours or days but not
immediately, may wait for a number of hours or be told to go home
and come back the next day (broken bones without compound
fractures, many soft tissue injuries).

From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Triage

How to apply triage to connection cardsHow to apply triage to connection cardsHow to apply triage to connection cardsHow to apply triage to connection cardsHow to apply triage to connection cards
Though you aren’t dealing with actual battlefield situations, this model is useful
in responding to the connection cards you will receive from those fighting
spiritual battles each week. In an ideal world, your staff would be able to follow
up immediately with every need; but our ministry worlds are often far from
ideal.

Following are suggestions for how to apply the three levels of triage in how you
respond to the people turning in connection cards:
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RED: those needing immediate follow up or careRED: those needing immediate follow up or careRED: those needing immediate follow up or careRED: those needing immediate follow up or careRED: those needing immediate follow up or care
Some people will be in severe crisis—some weeks perhaps no one will be, but
sometimes you will have a person teetering on the edge of suicidal despair.
Because of that, if at all possible, it is recommended that someone go through
the cards immediately after they are collected. In some large and well-staffed
churches, immediately upon receiving the cards paid staff immediately screen
the cards, enter information into a database, email responses, make necessary
pastoral calls, and schedule additional follow up, all on Sunday afternoon.

Many churches cannot do this, but if a pastoral team member (volunteer or
paid) could make it their responsibility to go through the cards looking for
people who are in the “Red” category and honestly may not make it through the
week without a contact, that would be excellent.

Other churches are not able to do all the data entry on Sunday, but do have
hospitality or visitation teams either call or email visitors or those with pastoral
needs on Sunday afternoons. Again, in even the smallest church, a dedicated
and committed volunteer could make it their ministry to do this on Sunday.

For many churches, Monday is the soonest that a staff member can get to the
cards, but if at all possible, do make it a priority. Also, no matter what the time
or day, sort the cards into the three levels and be sure as soon as possible
someone responds to those in the RED category

YELLOW: those who have real needs, but not in the emergencyYELLOW: those who have real needs, but not in the emergencyYELLOW: those who have real needs, but not in the emergencyYELLOW: those who have real needs, but not in the emergencyYELLOW: those who have real needs, but not in the emergency
catcatcatcatcategoregoregoregoregoryyyyy

These situations often require a judgment call as to whether they are in the
RED or YELLOW category. Though these folks communicate specific needs, they
are ones that can be answered in the span of perhaps a few days to a week
after the church service. It would be best to come up with guidelines in your
church to help you make decisions about which category to place various
needs.

Also in this category, place those who are responding to any call or request for
volunteers. Volunteer requests should always be responded to withinVolunteer requests should always be responded to withinVolunteer requests should always be responded to withinVolunteer requests should always be responded to withinVolunteer requests should always be responded to within
a week.a week.a week.a week.a week. If people volunteer and you don’t contact them, they may feel you
don’t care, or their offer to volunteer didn’t matter and they may not volunteer
in the future.

If you or the department asking for the volunteers will not be able to make
personal contacts right away either a postcard or email could be sent out as
soon as possible that says something like:

“Thanks so much for volunteering for (whatever the department is).
We’ll be calling, emailing you later this week to work out the
specifics. Our church is greatly blessed with people like you!”

In addition, be sure to follow up with the department that asked to have the
volunteer request put on the connection card to make certain they followed up
to contact the potential volunteer.

An immediate scan of
the cards for people in
severe crisis may be
literally lifesaving.

Worth repeating:Worth repeating:Worth repeating:Worth repeating:Worth repeating:  
ALWAYS respond to 
volunteer responses 
within ONE WEEK of 
getting the connection 
card or you will send an 
extremely negative 
message and people will 
much less likely to 
respond to you when 
you ask for volunteers 
in the future.
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If a pattern emerges where follow up is not done for any variety of reasons,
when that ministry leader asks to put out a call for volunteers into the bulletin
or on the connection card in the future, gently ask and seek a commitment for
follow-up. Remind the ministry leader that hurt, disappointment, and mistrust
can result from a request for help that is not responded to when it is offered. If
the pattern continues, it may be best to gently let the ministry leader know the
church office can no longer post volunteer opportunities on the connection card
for that particular ministry, if follow-up connections are not being made.

Sad, but true exampleSad, but true exampleSad, but true exampleSad, but true exampleSad, but true example
During one church service the pastor talked at great length about the impor-
tance of prayer, how he was building a prayer team, and wanted people to
volunteer to be on it. He shared that he had just read a book on the importance
of prayer in growing a church and that it moved him deeply. He said he realized
his needs in this area and he emotionally pleaded for volunteers to join a team
who would pray together with him about his burdens of ministry and needs of
the church.

A long-time church attendee, a man who had been in the background and who
had not volunteered in the church before, but who loved to pray, was deeply
moved, and decided to volunteer. His wife usually filled out the connection card
for the family, but this week he wanted to do it. A quiet man, for whom so many
requests for church involvement in the past had seemed impossible, this was
something he could do. He checked the box asking for volunteers for the
pastor’s prayer ministry and also wrote a personal note on the connection card
about how much this would mean to him to be part of this. He turned in the
card, feeling more hopeful about church involvement than he had ever felt
before.

Each day, he would check his email and postal mail for a response. He fre-
quently asked his wife if perhaps he had missed an email or phone message.
Two months went by before his request received a response that turned out to
be very different from what had been initially presented at the church.

The meeting was handled by a volunteer, who immediately said she couldn’t
continue to coordinate this and someone else would have to do it. The pastor
briefly appeared and said the people would get monthly emails on prayer
requests. No, they wouldn’t actually be meeting with the pastor to pray.

A few more months went by. No follow-up emails. No acknowledgment to the
people who volunteered. No pastoral prayer team continued.

Though still attending the church, it is doubtful the man will ever respond to a
volunteer request from the pastor again.

There are so many reasons and most likely very valid ones why this happened—
I can hear many pastors protesting that people must understand the demands
on their time, the unexpected that comes up, and all the related reasons. All
true, again all valid, but in spite of that:

Don’t get people excited
about a program or
ministry and ask for
volunteers if you don’t
follow through.

You may have tried
something, decided it
was not worth the effort,
and are on to the next
church growth best-
seller, but if you ask for
people to be involved in
something, they
volunteer, and you drop
the program without
explanation or apology,
the consequences to
the people who
volunteered may be
considerable.

Though we are adults on
the outside, most people
have very tender hearts
inside and will not
repeatedly volunteer if
their responses to help
are ignored or
mismanaged.
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PPPPPastastastastastororororors, leaders, leaders, leaders, leaders, leaders, and ts, and ts, and ts, and ts, and teachereachereachereachereachers, please—s, please—s, please—s, please—s, please—remember horemember horemember horemember horemember how imw imw imw imw imporporporporportanttanttanttanttant
you are to your people.you are to your people.you are to your people.you are to your people.you are to your people.

Remember you are in a position of great power to not only lead and teach, but
to deeply hurt and disappoint. Remember that people put great faith and hope
in what you say. If you ask for a response—no matter what, be sure you respond
back to the people. Plan to do it; block out time for it; make it a priority or you
may lose spiritual credibility and the hearts of your people.

Even more tragically, you will probably never be told how deeply your inaction
hurt. And if you could not be trusted to respond to a request you initiated, how
can you be trusted to respond to an emotional pain or spiritual question?

All of us in leadership have been guilty of this, I know I have been. We all need
forgiveness for asking people to do things and then dropping the program or
project without explanation. The advice I try to follow for those of us ready to try
new things, to get people involved, to quickly charge into action before counting
the cost, is that we slow down, pray, and work out a follow-up and involvement
plan for people who will respond to our requests before we needlessly ask for
help we won’t ultimately use.

Information about ministries without a specific volunteer requestInformation about ministries without a specific volunteer requestInformation about ministries without a specific volunteer requestInformation about ministries without a specific volunteer requestInformation about ministries without a specific volunteer request
A subcategory of volunteer responses is where many church connection cards
have a series of boxes that people can check for information about men’s,
women’s, children’s, music, etc. Or perhaps the card has a nonspecific state-
ment, such as “If you would like to be part of any of these ministries, check the
box beside it.”

It is very important that if people check these boxes that they get a timely
response. Sometimes in churches that information is not passed on in a timely
manner to the ministry leaders, or a list of people who checked the ministry box
gets lost in a staff member or volunteer’s in box. Again, to not respond when
someone has reached out and asked for information or an answer can have
devastating consequences.

In both this instance and in the instance of someone volunteering, we never
know how much personal courage it might have taken for a person to volunteer
for something or ask for information about a ministry program. Perhaps they
have never been involved in a church before, but feel they ought to do some-
thing; perhaps they were emotionally wounded in a another church, have been
away a long time, but now feel they want to try some small volunteer task.
Checking that box may have been a huge act of courage and hope. PLEASE do
not disappoint by failing to respond in a timely manner. Below is a suggestion
that will make responding much easier.

An easy wAn easy wAn easy wAn easy wAn easy waaaaay ty ty ty ty to response to response to response to response to response to these specifo these specifo these specifo these specifo these specific ministric ministric ministric ministric ministry reqy reqy reqy reqy requestsuestsuestsuestsuests
One way to solve this challenge for the checked boxes where people want
information about a specific ministry, is for the church office to have on file

Leaders are in a key
position both to heal
and to hurt—remember
that before you ask for a
response from
volunteers.

Every church is
challenged with
attracting and retaining
volunteers. Before
looking for some new or
complex solution, review
how you respond to
simple, ongoing
requests often on your
connection card.
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basic information packets, brochures or forms that describe the ministry areas
and then give information on who to contact for further information or how to
become involved. The brochure could be sent out with a follow-up letter. An
electronic version could be forwarded to an email address.

A personal contact is always best, but if a person gets for example, a cheery
packet about the children’s ministry with a note that “Miss Becky or one of her
wonderful helpers will be calling you in the next week” it gives the staff person
a bit more time to respond knowing that an initial contact has been made.

GREEN: the cards that are more administrative in nature; change ofGREEN: the cards that are more administrative in nature; change ofGREEN: the cards that are more administrative in nature; change ofGREEN: the cards that are more administrative in nature; change ofGREEN: the cards that are more administrative in nature; change of
address, new email, etc.address, new email, etc.address, new email, etc.address, new email, etc.address, new email, etc.

Though this is the third level in the triage model, in many instances this is the 
action that takes place first as the response on cards are entered into a data- 
base or church management program.  An immediate triage sort should have 
set aside those cards that needed action immediately; the remainder can be 
set aside and these fall into the “OK to enter later” group.

Though these cards may not require immediate pastoral action, it is very 
important that whoever does this be given a vision of the value of this ministry 
of recording. As stated earlier, the Bible records many instances of the value of 
careful records, the entire book of Numbers being one of the primary ex-
amples.

With probably the most important record being the one kept by the Lord, in the 
“Lamb’s Book of Life,” and it is not too much of a stretch to say that the first 
step in someone becoming a member of God’s forever family is a record of 
their visit to the church that will then be followed up in a timely and caring 
manner.

If your church truly wants to stand out in our media-saturated, glitz, glamor and 
ultimately empty world, don’t try to do it through more media, more noise, more 
flashing videos or slick promotional postcards. Try a personal phone call or 
email to every visitor, where someone actually has the time to interact and 
answer questions about the church and the Christian faith. If you do that, you 
will be unforgettable.

Paperwork often proceeds personal contactPaperwork often proceeds personal contactPaperwork often proceeds personal contactPaperwork often proceeds personal contactPaperwork often proceeds personal contact
With the value of this ministry in mind, the actual processing of the cards
should be managed with the upmost care and prayer. They should be attended
to in the most timely and efficient way possible.

After a brief pause to look at digital responses to connection cards, in the next
chapter, we’ll look at one of the best tools for handling this important informa-
tion: Church Management Software.

Just because a visitor
does not specifically
state on their card that
they are dying inside,
does not mean they
would not benefit from a
timely, personal
response.

You never know the
lonely pain that might
be behind the simple
checking of a box, “new
in town” or “first visit to
the church.”

If you take time to
respond, you’ll make a
greater impression than
the most astounding
media Sunday service
ever could.
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Digital response options to connection cardsDigital response options to connection cardsDigital response options to connection cardsDigital response options to connection cardsDigital response options to connection cards
.............and what can be a big problem in conflicting expectations

We are in a transition time as I write this book, where a variety of digital forms
of communication including email, texting, using Twitter or Facebook are the
preferred methods of communication for many people. People expect to
communicate to businesses, service providers, friends, every other entity or
person they interact with via digital methods. At a minimum, if they send an
email, they expect a response to their email.

The potential problem comes in because many senior pastors and staff in
churches went to seminary (my husband among them) before computers, let
alone email, was invented. Many of these pastors have and continue to
oversee very successful churches. They may never or seldom use email
personally and do not see a need for it. In addition, many up-front pastors, even
if they are technologically skilled, are outgoing, active people and the idea of
spending hours at the computer, thoughtfully answering email or responding to
visitors via email is simply not something they are interested in doing. These
pastors may or may not use a cell phone consistently. Even if they do use one
(again, my husband as an example) they may only use it for voice communica-
tions, not texting or tweeting.

The challenges won’t disappearThe challenges won’t disappearThe challenges won’t disappearThe challenges won’t disappearThe challenges won’t disappear
First of all, we need to realize that this is not simply an issue that will last until
the baby-boomer pastors retire.

There will always be new technologies. There will always be people on the
bleeding edge of the latest gadget just as there will always be those who
neither care or are concerned and live just fine without them. On the extreme
end there are those who see every new technology from television to the web
as the devil’s latest playground.

In addition to personal feelings, some churches have the money to experiment
with every new tool that appears and others either do not have the money or
have made a conscious decision to use their resources for other causes.

In the midst of these varied responses, all within the body of Christ, we must
find a balance that respects the communication styles of our leaders while
meeting the communication needs of our church communities and visitors. In
an attempt to do that, following are a few practical suggestions on how to deal
with email today. Substitute for email any technology causing you similar
concerns in your church.

1. Have an honest discussion about what technology tools the staff1. Have an honest discussion about what technology tools the staff1. Have an honest discussion about what technology tools the staff1. Have an honest discussion about what technology tools the staff1. Have an honest discussion about what technology tools the staff
is expected to use. is expected to use. is expected to use. is expected to use. is expected to use. Make sure everyone at the church is trained on the
system your church has chosen to use for email and other forms of digital
communication. Make it very clear who is expected to learn and use it.

There will always be new
technologies. How you
handle issues today
need to be wisely
determined for how the
technology that comes
along in the future will
be handled.

There will come a day
when  your iPhone will
no longer be the latest
and greatest tech toy
and texting and tweeting
will be outdated and
passe.

But the need to seize
new technologies for
the sake of the gospel
will never be outdated.
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2.2.2.2.2. Don’t put a pastor’s email address in the church bulletin, con-Don’t put a pastor’s email address in the church bulletin, con-Don’t put a pastor’s email address in the church bulletin, con-Don’t put a pastor’s email address in the church bulletin, con-Don’t put a pastor’s email address in the church bulletin, con-
nection card, or web church directory if he or she is not going tonection card, or web church directory if he or she is not going tonection card, or web church directory if he or she is not going tonection card, or web church directory if he or she is not going tonection card, or web church directory if he or she is not going to 
answer their email.answer their email.answer their email.answer their email.answer their email. That is disappointing, deceptive, and rude. The pastor 
may not even realize his or her email is listed in these ways, never checks the 
email account set up for them by the helpful tech volunteer, and wonders why 
various people in the church are angry with him or her.

If someone else is assigned to answer the pastor’s email, beIf someone else is assigned to answer the pastor’s email, beIf someone else is assigned to answer the pastor’s email, beIf someone else is assigned to answer the pastor’s email, beIf someone else is assigned to answer the pastor’s email, be 
honest about who is answering it.honest about who is answering it.honest about who is answering it.honest about who is answering it.honest about who is answering it. I do this for my husband. I am very clear 
when I do it and always say something like, “I shared your email with Pastor 
Paul. This is what he wanted me to share with you.” I work very hard to commu-
nicate his thoughts and only those and frequently read an email to him before I 
send it to make certain it is what he wants to say. This process probably sounds 
old-fashioned (think secretary with dictation pad) and time-consuming. It is. 
Fortunately right now my husband does not get a lot of emails in his ministry. If 
this increased greatly I would have to get some help in doing it.

It would be unrealistic for me to think my husband will ever be greatly excited 
about answering his own emails and I don’t know that he should. He is fantas-
tic with people pastorally and in an up-front, personal way I could never be. I 
don’t go on camp-outs or do the heavy-duty construction on mission trips that is 
easy for him. He doesn’t do email or create websites. We support and work 
with each other from our respective skill areas.

Consider perhaps a Minister of Pastoral Technology. We have special-
ized pastors and volunteers in many areas, what about one who was not just 
involved with technology as in hardware and website upkeep, but an altogether 
different person who approached technology as a pastor? Perhaps you could 
hire someone who responded to the email the church received, who handled 
Twitter and Facebook and whatever other social media the church used; 
someone who perhaps conducted on-line meetings, counseling or training. 
Blogging could also be part of this person’s responsibilities.

IMPORTANT CLARIFICATION: To repeat, I am not talking here about hiring an IT 
(Information Technology) person or someone who creates a website or who 
handles the networking, digital imaging and other technology jobs around the 
church, though that can be an important position. IT is a technical job; what I 
am suggesting is a pastoral one. Though the work could be combined, it often 
requires a very different skill set for each activity. I have found a person with a 
pastoral heart can often be taught functional tech skills, but sometimes a real 
geek (and I use the term with great love and admiration), someone who thinks 
in computer code and circuits, doesn’t always have an interest or ability in the 
pastoral aspects of church social networking ministry.

Whatever you do be honest about itWhatever you do be honest about itWhatever you do be honest about itWhatever you do be honest about itWhatever you do be honest about it
I recently experienced the negative response you can have to a lack of honesty
in this area, when     I attended a conference by a pastor who had written a very
helpful ministry book. I had the opportunity to ask him during the break how he
thought his ideas worked in the current climate of email, social networks, etc.

Respect is important for
church leaders and to
not be honest about
technology skills or your
lack thereof can be
destructive to the
respect and trust your
people will have for you.
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He answered that he had no idea and that he “wasn’t into that stuff.”

I bought his book and in it the author (him, I assumed) talked about the various
ways some of his ideas worked out in the current climate of email, social
networks, etc. This was a completely different picture of the church’s use of
technology by not only the congregation but by the pastor, according to the
book. Which version of the church’s technology use was correct?

A unfA unfA unfA unfA unfororororortunattunattunattunattunate patte patte patte patte pattern frern frern frern frern from the past, transfom the past, transfom the past, transfom the past, transfom the past, transferred terred terred terred terred to the presento the presento the presento the presento the present
Since in the past I worked as a ghostwriter for a number of Christian organiza-
tions in Colorado Springs, I suspected what was going on.

As often happens in these situations, someone wrote his book for him, using 
his seminar notes (which was obvious from the similar structure of both). In 
addition to the basic seminar content the person who wrote the book under-
stood the implications of technology and the need to be current and so he put 
in the information about technology.

Nothing so far is a problem. Similar to my illustration about doing the email for 
my husband, there are many instances in the church where the up-front person 
does not have the time or training to write a book. The ministry has a message 
that needs to be shared and often a ghostwriter, co-writer, whatever you want to 
call him or her is asked to write the book.

The information and application suggestions added to this book were all quite 
good, but here are the problems:

1. In the book, the speaker/author did not acknowledge his ghostwriter or the
process used to create the book.

2. The ghostwriter apparently did not communicate to the author what he
added and why it was important.

3. I do understand in the press of getting books done how this can happen, but
it isn’t honest and there is no reason not to be honest about this. Nobody can
do everything; we need each other, but we shouldn’t be phony about it, no
matter what our place on the ministry team.

We can’t all do everything and we should no more hide who does our technol-
ogy than we would who cares for the children or teaches adult education
classes.

The author and ghostwriter could have modeled the interactions of helping one
another in technology and sadly they didn’t. Don’t let that happen in your
church.

TTTTTune up, eune up, eune up, eune up, eune up, expand yxpand yxpand yxpand yxpand your wour wour wour wour websitebsitebsitebsitebsiteeeee
In addition to being honest about who is creating what, give your website a
checkup before you begin to respond to people.

Many of your responses to visitors will be on paper, but often you will want to
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refer them to additional information on your website. You need to carefully and
honestly answer the question, “Is your website ready for this?”

A huge problem that I’ve seen with many websites recently is that churches
spend money to get a website designed or created by a national church website
company. They spend lots of money on it because the church knows a website
is important today and no one on the church staff feels confident to create the
website.

The website is finished and often the home page looks great—beautifully laid
out, lots of color, usually moving images and happy people grace the layout.
However, there is often a problem in that if you click on anything you are often
taken to a page that has a sentence or two, and often outdated or incomplete
information. They are a bit like some of the old movie sets: a great facade, but
behind it, no real structure.

People go to a church website for facts, all else is icing on cake, 
pleasant, but not essential

Why do you go to a website, any website? You go to it for information. Your
structure has to be solid for people to trust you and your church. Be sure your
church website has:

• Complete information about the people, ministries and programs

• Contact information for each ministry

• Times, dates, locations, links to mapping programs

• All information up-to-date

• Clear ways for people to contact you and a system in place that assures timely
response.

There is much more on www.effectivechurchcom.com on creating and main-
taining church websites, but for now, ask the Lord to help you see your website
with the eyes of a visitor. Is all the information you need easily available and
understandable? If not, be sure you make some changes before you refer
people to it.
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CHAPTERCHAPTERCHAPTERCHAPTERCHAPTER     SEVENSEVENSEVENSEVENSEVEN

ChurcChurcChurcChurcChurch Management Sofh Management Sofh Management Sofh Management Sofh Management Softwtwtwtwtware and Connectionare and Connectionare and Connectionare and Connectionare and Connection
CardsCardsCardsCardsCards

How do you organize all the wonderful information you collect every week with
your connection cards?

How do you keep track of visitors and of your follow-up contacts with them?

Technology comes to the rescue of the increasing complexity and growing
numbers churches work with today in the form of Church Management Soft-
ware.

If you are already using a Church Management Software programIf you are already using a Church Management Software programIf you are already using a Church Management Software programIf you are already using a Church Management Software programIf you are already using a Church Management Software program
If you already are using a program you will want to be certain that your connec-
tion cards are designed with that program in mind. The kind of information you
ask for and how you respond to people can be greatly influenced by the
software program you use.

Be sure that the person who maintains the program and the people who input
the data are consulted as you design the cards. Check with them to make sure
that the layout of the cards makes data entry as easy as possible. For example,
be sure you leave enough space for people to comfortably fill out information. If
the area you have for the email address is too small and people have to tighten
up their writing to fit it in; or if you have a slick surface that is hard to write on
and then to read, you may miss vital information when it comes time to enter it
into the database.

If you are looking for a Church Management software systemIf you are looking for a Church Management software systemIf you are looking for a Church Management software systemIf you are looking for a Church Management software systemIf you are looking for a Church Management software system
As I started working on this update, I found that the programs and companies  I 
highlighted a few years ago have either gone out of business or have changed 
beyond recognition from what they were.

Because of that I deleted that section and the best advice I can give you is to get 
referrals from churches your size as to what works best for them.

Being in ministrBeing in ministrBeing in ministrBeing in ministrBeing in ministry means doing things fy means doing things fy means doing things fy means doing things fy means doing things for peopleor peopleor peopleor peopleor people
Regardless of the software you use, this is one of the most difficult parts of a 
connection card ministry and it's worth remembering the example Jesus gave 
us when he washed the disciples feet. 

If we want to keep track of our visitors and the people in our congregation, we 
will most likely have to pick up the towel and water of church management 
programs and keep doing the foot-washing work of careful data entry. This work 
is often tedious and usually not fun, but an opportunity to serve as Jesus 
served.
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CHAPTERCHAPTERCHAPTERCHAPTERCHAPTER     EIGHTEIGHTEIGHTEIGHTEIGHT

More ideas on follow up of connection cardsMore ideas on follow up of connection cardsMore ideas on follow up of connection cardsMore ideas on follow up of connection cardsMore ideas on follow up of connection cards
from visitorsfrom visitorsfrom visitorsfrom visitorsfrom visitors

No matter what system you use to record visitors, the ideas following will apply
to any Church Management Software (CMS), because no matter what the ways
of record keeping on the computer, you have to decide how to actually contact
the people.

The CMS system can be challenging to learn and that can be deceptive,
because it is easy to think that once you learn the system, you’ve got the task
managed. But CMS is simply a tool to connect with people—success is defined
by a actual, on-going connection with people and changed lives, not an effi-
ciently running database.

To emphasize: you are in charge of any program that you purchase, no matter
how effective it may seem, how efficient on the computer, how easy it is to
enter and organize data, you are responsible for how your CMS touches people.

Ask the Lord to give you a tender heart to see into the needs and fears of
visitors as you create your materials. Pray as you send things out that people
will be in a receptive mood when they get your materials and that they will
return and continue their spiritual journey with your church.

How to contact first-time visitorsHow to contact first-time visitorsHow to contact first-time visitorsHow to contact first-time visitorsHow to contact first-time visitors
After visiting a new church, some studies have shown the preferred way people 
want to be contacted is through the mail. Today email would also be a prefer-
ence. Personal visitation may be considered an unwelcome intrusion. Follow-up 
phone calls can be perceived as just another form of annoying solicitation.

Some people like phone calls, others don't. If they work for you, fine, use them, 
but even if you make a phone call and connect that way, you might also want to 
send out something through the mail or email.

Only one member of the family may get a phone message, but everyone might 
read a letter or postcard. An attractive, welcoming personal letter or postcard 
also doesn’t interrupt dinner and isn’t threatening.

If your visitor has indicated that they would prefer being contacted via email, 
many of the ideas below still apply with a bit of modification for their electronic 
format.

Following are some ideas to make the follow-up letter or postcard more 
effective:

Don’t send generic junk mailDon’t send generic junk mailDon’t send generic junk mailDon’t send generic junk mailDon’t send generic junk mail
People aren’t stupid. We all receive computer generated junk mail with
preprinted signatures. Don’t insult your visitors by sending them the same sort

No matter how
technologically savvy we
are today, still nothing
beats an upbeat printed
piece to connect  with
visitors.

It’s a continuing
challenge—when you
get a large number of
cards turned in it’s easy
to think your task is
done. But it isn’t.

 You’ve got to triage and
record everything. It’s
then easy to think that
when you finish
recording the work is
done—but more
challenges lie ahead!
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of piece that any direct mail marketer does and expect them to think it was
personally signed by the pastor. If a pastor does not have time to personally
sign welcome notes, don’t put his or her name on the communication piece.
Instead, have the welcome piece come from someone on a visitor or welcom-
ing team sign it. Being phony friendly is no way to win people to your church.

At the same time, if the pastor does not have time to sign visitor notes, I would
challenge that pastor to do a bit of time evaluation. The results of that evalua-
tion are between you and your Lord, but remember that Jesus, our chief
shepherd and example, knows all of his sheep by name—if you can’t do that,
don’t take credit for a personal contact you did not make by having your name
preprinted.

Visitors who have come to you are souls for whom Jesus died. Honor his
sacrifice by responding to them as individuals, not just as an address added to
the database.

This doesn’t mean you must send a personal letter to every person from the
pastor. You can still have a variety of planned responses, but with perhaps a
handwritten P.S., or some added note, honestly added by the church adminis-
trative assistant or welcome team member to let people know a person looked
at their card. For example, if they checked a box that they have preschool
children, say something like:

PS - Isn’t it great to have young children! We want you to know that
our church loves kids!

 I’ve included information on our preschool Sunday School program.
Our MOPS (Mothers of Preschoolers) and Mothers Morning Out can
be a great lifesaver to busy moms and you don’t have to be a
church member to come. If you’d like more info please call Mary
Smith at 555-5555.

Be cerBe cerBe cerBe cerBe certain ttain ttain ttain ttain to respond immediato respond immediato respond immediato respond immediato respond immediately if a visitely if a visitely if a visitely if a visitely if a visitor asks tor asks tor asks tor asks tor asks to be contacto be contacto be contacto be contacto be contactededededed
Sad, but true:Sad, but true:Sad, but true:Sad, but true:Sad, but true:

A graduate student moved to a new town after a sad and painful divorce. She
visited three churches and asked on her connection card that someone call
her; she mentioned she was new in town and very lonely. None of the three
called. One sent a generic letter that was obviously intended for families with
young children. She never went back to any of these churches. How different
her life might have been if she had received a note like this:

PS -I read your note that you are new in town and newly divorced.
I’m enclosing some information on some programs you might find
helpful—our Divorce Recovery and our Singles Book and Movie
Group. You don’t have to be a member of our church or even come
regularly to attend. I’m also passing your name on to our associate
Single Adult Ministry Pastor. His name is John Smith and he will call
in a few days to see how we might be helpful to you as you adjust
to your new life in a new place. My prayers are with you.

Jesus, our chief
shepherd and example,
knows all of his sheep
by name—if you can’t do
that don’t take credit for
a personal contact you
did not make by having
your name preprinted.

Desperate needs and
loneliness are difficult
to communicate by
simply checking a box,
but if someone checks
that they would like
someone to call them,
be sure to do it as soon
as possible.

If you don’t the results
can be personally and
spiritually devastating.
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RRRRRemember noemember noemember noemember noemember not et et et et evvvvvererererery visity visity visity visity visitor is localor is localor is localor is localor is local
Sad, but true:Sad, but true:Sad, but true:Sad, but true:Sad, but true:

A couple visited a church while on vacation. They were active, mature, tithing
Christians looking at the community as a possible place to relocate. They
visited a church, filled out the visitor card, and asked that more information
about the church be sent to them. The church appeared to be very seeker
friendly and loudly proclaimed in their publications and on banners in the
church lobby that ‘PEOPLE MATTER TO US!” It looked like a place they could
serve and support.

After they got home they received a generic form letter from the church with a
colored printed signature, obviously faked. In addition, the letter thanked them
for visiting and hoped they would make the church their church home and
come back each week to the church which was located in Florida. They crossed
that church off their list. Why, you might wonder?

Here’s why: whoever sent out the letter obviously didn’t take the time to notice
that the visiting couple lived in Kansas. They had to notice the address to send
the letter—but didn’t pay attention to it when they inserted the generic letter. All
their information on the card and the note they added told the church they were
visitors from out of state.

What do you suppose that couple felt about the church? Do you think they felt
they actually mattered as individuals, no matter what the church banner
proclaimed, since the church sent them a letter obviously intended for local
people? Instead of being excited to move to the city and get involved in a
caring, outreach-oriented church, they didn’t feel they would go to that church
and bring unchurched friends in the future, if the church could not be trusted to
respond appropriately to an out-of-town address.

What a difference it would have made if the letter would have at least been a
generic letter for out of town visitors and said something like this:

“Thanks so much for visiting our church! We noticed that your
address is out of town. We don’t know if you were on vacation or
are considering relocating to our community. If you were on
vacation, we trust it was restful and we welcome you to consider
our church your church home away from home whenever you are in
the area.

If you were visiting and considering relocating to our area, please
email me at pastor@genericmail and I’ll be happy to send you our
church relocation package. It tells you a bit more about our
community and our church. If we can help you in any way at this
transition time in your life, please let us know.”

Again, letters like this are extra work, you actually have to read a connection
card and craft an individual response, but to do that shows you are a church
where people matter in reality and not just in slogans.

In addition to 
connecting with 
unchurched people, how 
you respond to a visiting 
couple might cause you 
to lose out on potential, 
hard-working, tithing 
church members who 
may be moving to your 
city and looking for a 
church in which to give 
and serve.

Some folks fill out a 
connection card as a 
test to see what sort of 
a church you are.

If they are new in a 
community and looking 
for a church, they might 
be testing to see how 
you respond to visitors. 
If your response to them 
is less than friendly, 
they may decide not to 
attend your church 
because they would not 
want their unchurched 
friends to receive the 
same response.
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Brochures about your
church can be full-color,
detailed, and complex or
they can be simple and
conversational.

BOTH can work well--the
most important thing is
that the communication
you send to people
accurately reflects YOUR
CHURCH, not a
designers idea or a copy
of what someone picked
up at a church growth
conference.

Be who YOU are and the
Lord will bring the people
to you for whom your
church will be the best
fit for their spiritual
growth.

Optional materials to include when responding to visitorsOptional materials to include when responding to visitorsOptional materials to include when responding to visitorsOptional materials to include when responding to visitorsOptional materials to include when responding to visitors
Successful direct mail pieces usually contain more than just a letter. You are
already paying the postage, so be creative on what you also include, for
example:

Church overview brochureChurch overview brochureChurch overview brochureChurch overview brochureChurch overview brochure
Try adding an upbeat, well-designed brochure that gives an
overview of the various ministries of your church. One church
did that and in addition included a color-coordinated refrig-
erator magnet (made from an inkjet-printed business-card
attached to the peel-off refrigerator magnets you can get at
office supply stores) that gave the times each of the various
events took place each week. You could also do that for
ministries that the visitors might have expressed an interest
in.

People may not have any idea
what they are looking for in a
church and so did not check
anything on the connection
card. They may not have any
idea what churches do and an
informative brochure lets them
know what is available.

In addition people will often
file a brochure like this away in
a drawer for future reference.
They may not have a need for
a grief-recovery workshop at
present, but if a personal
tragedy strikes, they may pull
out the brochure and contact
your church.

In addition, be sure your
church specifically refers to
your website where visitors
can go for additional informa-
tion about the church and to
perhaps read the pastor’s or
other staff member’s blogs,
listen to teaching clips, or
watch brief videos.
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These two cards illustrate
another insert you could
put into a visitor response
letter. You can make
similar cards/mini-
brochures for any ministry
in the church.

There are videos on how
to create these on my
website at
www.effectivechurchcom.com

Include ministrInclude ministrInclude ministrInclude ministrInclude ministryyyyy-specif-specif-specif-specif-specific matic matic matic matic materialserialserialserialserials
Previously we talked about including specific ministry information if people
checked a box asking for it and that is vitally important to do.

Sometimes people don’t ask for specific information, but from the other
information given to you on the connection card, you can send additional
information that is helpful to them. For example if both a husband and wife put
their names on the card, it would be a correct assumption that perhaps the
man would appreciate hearing about the men’s ministry at the church even if
he did not check a box (or you had a simplified card that did not list ministry
options) asking for it.

The card illustrated here, shows the kind of piece you could insert.
One of the reasons that it is business card size is that a man could
put this in his wallet to remind him of the ministry. Sending a lengthy
brochure to a man probably isn’t the most effective way to communi-
cate.

If the people checking the card put their ages in the  55 and above
range, if your card has a listing like that, the brochure below would be
appropriate to include. Be creative in what you create for different
age and interest groups, but the most important thing to remember is
to carefully read over the cards, pray for wisdom on how to respond to
individuals and send them additional materials specific to their
needs.

A descriptive brochure
for seniors that could
be included in a
response mailing.
Additional,
personalized
information like this
shows you paid
individual attention
the connection card.
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Invite them back for an more personal event or mealInvite them back for an more personal event or mealInvite them back for an more personal event or mealInvite them back for an more personal event or mealInvite them back for an more personal event or meal
To continue the connection started on Sunday, use your
response communications to invite visitors back to an
event where they can actually get to know people: a
dessert, a coffee, a special time before or after the
service, whatever seems to work well for your church.

The postcard to the left is very simple, but effective—it a
makes a connection and gets people to an event where
they can personally get to know other people in the
church.

To be most effective, not only send a postcard, but also 
send an email and make a phone call to personally invite them. The phone call 
is the personal touch; the postcard gives them something to post on the 
refrigerator with the specific details when it is time to get in the car and attend.

Be sure when you host these events that the people from the church who are 
part of them have been trained well in how to interact with visitors. Nothing is 
worse than inviting a newcomer to an event where they are forced to sit alone 
and listen to someone up front talk about how wonderful and friendly the church 
is. No program is ever better than the people sitting right next to you.

Don’t forget the value of tracts.Don’t forget the value of tracts.Don’t forget the value of tracts.Don’t forget the value of tracts.Don’t forget the value of tracts.
 If you haven’t looked at some of the current tracts you are in for a pleasant 
surprise. They are well-designed, contemporary, and very useful in sharing the 
gospel and encouraging Christian growth. Check out the web site at 
www.crossway.org. 

There are many other ministries that produce tracts today in a large variety of 
styles and many languages. Because websites change so rapidly, the best thing 
to do is a Google search for current resources.

Tracts can be a powerful tool in the progress an individual makes towards 
coming to the Christian faith. If you have a good selection of tracts (and the 
Crossway site above has many, many of them) you can include tracts on specific 
holidays, on marriage and family issues, on questions people might have about 
the Christian faith.

A basic tract that summarizes the plan of salvation and how people can become 
a Christian is invaluable. In our post-Christian world today people will come to 
your church because a friend invited them or they were lonely or for many 
reasons, but they may have grown up knowing nothing about the Bible and 
Jesus. Don't assume anything when it comes to the eternal destiny of your 
guests. A clear gospel tract can introduce them to the Christian faith and help 
them understand where they are spiritually. 

You can modify the idea
of this card to go along
with whatever style
works well for your
church.

The design isn’t nearly
as important as the
heart you put into it to
reach out and connect
with a newcomer.
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Whatever you do, ask the Lord to help you see individual faces and needy
hearts as you prepare your follow-up communications for visitors. You are doing
much more than sending out another direct mail project. You may touch lives in
ways that can change hearts for eternity.

Yes, these sorts of personal responses take time, but if we really care about
people, it has to be communicated by more than a generic form letter. Also, to
really connect with people always takes more than one contact. Here is how it
might work out in practice:

1.  You send out an overall brochure about the church  in your first mailing.

2. If you are going into fall, you might send out some information about men’s
football fellowship nights or information inviting them back to your alternative
Halloween Harvest festival.

3. With Christmas coming, you might invite them to a night of carols and hot
chocolate and enclose a little business card-size calendar for the coming year. 

As always, tailor your mailings and gifts so they are appropriate both to the 
audience receiving them and making sure they represent well the church 
sending them out.

Little gifts can be fun and memorableLittle gifts can be fun and memorableLittle gifts can be fun and memorableLittle gifts can be fun and memorableLittle gifts can be fun and memorable
What you can include is limited only by your imagination. One church gave out
free Starbuck’s certificates, with a “Have a cup of coffee on us!” note attached.
I’d remember a church fondly that did that.

A church in Canada took the idea of free coffee a bit further than the previous
example and was highly successful. They included a certificate for two free
lattes at the local Tim Horton’s, (wonderful places similar to Starbucks, only
they also serve soup). Along with the coupon was a note that said:

“Thanks so much for joining us at church on Sunday! As a thank you,
we’ve enclosed a couple of free coupons for lattes at our local Tim
Horton’s. You can use them anytime you want, but we’d like to
invite you to the local Tim Horton’s on any Thursday afternoon from
2-4pm for Latte with the Pastor. If you come down then, you can
ask any question you’d like about the Christian faith.

The folks who told me about this reported that it was wonderfully successful
and though they had only been doing it for a short period of time, they had
already started five seeker Bible studies from the latte with the pastor times.

Visitor packets, bags, mugs, etc.Visitor packets, bags, mugs, etc.Visitor packets, bags, mugs, etc.Visitor packets, bags, mugs, etc.Visitor packets, bags, mugs, etc.
Sometimes you want to do more than send a letter. Some churches either have
a gift they give to visitors at a welcome center or that they respond with by
taking a gift as they call on newcomers.

A church in Hersey, PA would take around to visitors a mug filled with Hersey

I LI LI LI LI LOOOOOVE thisVE thisVE thisVE thisVE this
idea!idea!idea!idea!idea!
It shows you really do
care about answering
the questions  of
visitors to your church.
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Kisses, that they called their “Mugs and Kisses” gift for visitors. It was perfect
for the area and always received with a smile.

In addition to kisses, you can also get custom printed 
M&Ms. I imagine that munching on yummy little M&Ms 
that had the name of your church or some nice slogan 
on them, would be a bit of an incentive to return for 
some. If you are interested, here is the website for 
custom printed M&Ms: www.mymms.com

In the secular world, people sometimes refer to the 
free stuff they get at trade shows as “swag” and today 
lots of people really like the stuff. They keep it around 
and your business or service is always in front of them.

For mugs, pens and all sorts of other items you can use 
for initial and continuing contact with visitors and to 
use as a response to visitors, these folks are the best:

Christian TChristian TChristian TChristian TChristian Tools of Afools of Afools of Afools of Afools of Affffffirmationirmationirmationirmationirmation 
800-999-1874

www.ctainc.comwww.ctainc.comwww.ctainc.comwww.ctainc.comwww.ctainc.com—their main website—their main website—their main website—their main website—their main website

Not only will you find items that are useful for visitor follow-up, but they have all 
sorts of great holiday related items, volunteer appreciation and recognition 
items and lots of free, downloadable templates for children’s and other 
ministries.

Little gifts like these sent or given to visitors do keep
your church name in front of people.

I’m torn about even
mentioning doing
something that adds
more junk and stuff to
our lives, but if a
colorful mug or other
item helps people think
well of your church and
brings them back—I
imagine it is worth it.

As with
everything, if you
try using some of
these kinds of
products track
cost and
response.
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CHAPTERCHAPTERCHAPTERCHAPTERCHAPTER     NINENINENINENINENINE

Using connection cards for prayer requestsUsing connection cards for prayer requestsUsing connection cards for prayer requestsUsing connection cards for prayer requestsUsing connection cards for prayer requests

Praying for one another is a wonderful privilege of being part of the body of
Christ. However, how a church collects and distributes prayer requests can
become a complex challenge unless the church is very tiny. As a church grows,
sometimes prayer requests, because of the sheer number of people asking for
prayer, become little more than generic lists of names in the bulletin under the
topics of: “Sick,” “Out of Work,” and often today, “Deployed overseas.” Although
churches who organize prayer requests in these ways are doing the best they
know how, these systems are seldom satisfying to anyone. As one person in
one of my seminars said to me, “My church won’t pray for me unless I’m either
sick or out of work and I need prayer in lots of other areas!”

Connection cards may provide a helpful option here. Again, if your church has a
way of handling prayer requests that works well for you the following sugges-
tions can be happily ignored. But if you would like to have more people more
deeply involved in the prayer requests, the following procedure works well. I’m
highly committed to this plan because from personal experience with both a
large church and many small groups and adult education programs my husband
and I have found this method to be quite successful. I’ll first describe the
procedure in the way we did it at a church of approximately 1,800 members.
After that, I’ll share how we modified it for use in small groups and adult Sunday
School or adult education programs.

Prayer requests using church-wide connection cards for a largePrayer requests using church-wide connection cards for a largePrayer requests using church-wide connection cards for a largePrayer requests using church-wide connection cards for a largePrayer requests using church-wide connection cards for a large
church:church:church:church:church:

1. The procedure described earlier in the book was used to give people time to
fill out the cards and the connection cards were collected with the offering and
procedures similar to the ones described earlier were used to handle the cards.
The procedure was modified with a special emphasis on getting prayer re-
quests. People were told both when the cards were first mentioned and just
before they were collected, “We really want to pray for you; we have a prayer
team who will confidentially pray for you; please share your requests with us.”

2. Cards that had a prayer request were photocopied and passed on to a
person who specifically was responsible for handling the prayer requests. (One
little practical note here: if you put the prayer requests on the same side of the
connection card as the name, you don’t have to photocopy both sides of the
connection card. Samples of this are in the Gallery section.)

3. After that, the requests were separated into two sections; one, those that
people had marked confidential and two, those which could be shared with the
entire prayer team (more about the prayer team a bit later).  The person
selected to do this was a wise church office professional and she had the
authority to place requests in the confidential stack, even if they were not
marked in that way, if she felt they should be there.

4. The confidential list was typed up and passed on to the pastoral team.

Important caution:
people who are regular
attendees will know your
procedure for sharing
prayer requests, so you
will be tempted to skip
over explaining it.

Please remember that
visitors who may also
desperately need prayer,
and they need to have a
careful explanation so
they know how to share
their prayer request.

If you are getting almost
no prayer requests from
visitors, work on your
presentation and track
responses.
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Because the prayer requests were more than just a list under categories, most
prayer requests were about a paragraph in length. The person typing it up was
told to type it up as the requests were written; they were not to edit them for
grammar, spelling, etc. If the general list contained something inappropriate or
embarrassing to be shared with the entire prayer team, (however that particular
church defined it), it was put into the staff/confidential list.

5. The remainder of the list was typed up and passed on to the prayer team.
The prayer team consisted of the people in the church who had volunteered to
be on the prayer team. They had signed a confidentiality and ministry agree-
ment wherein they promised to pray for the people on the list and to not gossip.

6. The prayer list was then either mailed or emailed out to the prayer team
members. Please make both mail and email options available. It is an extra
bother today, with the ease of email, to send materials out through postal mail,
but some of your greatest prayer warriors may not have email. In addition, if you
have elderly folks who receive the requests through regular mail, be sure to
type them up using a generous size type (12 to 14 points depending on the
typeface) so the requests are easier to read.

7. The end result: God was at work at this church, people were prayed for and
they knew their prayer requests were taken seriously. At this church if you
turned in a prayer request on Sunday, by Wednesday 500 people would be
praying for you.

Prayer request procedure for an Adult Sunday School class, BiblePrayer request procedure for an Adult Sunday School class, BiblePrayer request procedure for an Adult Sunday School class, BiblePrayer request procedure for an Adult Sunday School class, BiblePrayer request procedure for an Adult Sunday School class, Bible
StudyStudyStudyStudyStudy, Small Gr, Small Gr, Small Gr, Small Gr, Small Group or anoup or anoup or anoup or anoup or any ministry ministry ministry ministry ministryyyyy

My husband and I have found using connection cards for prayer requests to be
such a powerful ministry tool we use them in every ministry in which we are a
part whether it is a small group, single adult ministry, or a Sunday morning adult
education class. Here’s the procedure:

1. People are given the cards or they are on tables as they come in.

2.  At some time during the course of the meeting time, the cards are pointed
out and people are asked to fill out their contact information and prayer
requests.

3.  Because we didn't take an offering at this class there were instructions to
place the card upside down on their table; you could also ask them to place it in
a basket or box as they leave, or someone goes around and pick them up.

4.  If the group is very small or just starting, the leaders may be the only ones
who look at the cards and pray for people.

5. As the group grows in size and length of time together,  you can form a prayer
team and after the procedure above, then distribute the prayer requests after 
screening for confidential ones.

6.  In addition, as the group grows and gets more comfortable with sharing you
might also add a section for “Praises” on the card. 

An additional idea for
prayer requests: some
churches place the
ones that can be
publicly shared in a
notebook in their prayer
chapel or prayer room
where people can come
and pray for others.

You might also consider
an online prayer request
room that is password
protected. You can easily
do this with WordPress.

A prayer request Connection 
Card does not have to be fancy 
to make a tremendous impact 
on a Sunday School Class, 
small group, or House Church. 
It is a way for you to know what 
is in the hearts of your people 
and to pray for them. 
Templates for this and many 
other prayer request cards are 
available for ECC Members at:
www.effectivechurchcom.com.
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I cannot emphasize enough what an important pastoral tool it can be to use 
connection cards in this way. If you are starting or planting a church, getting any 
small group started, or want to know what is on the hearts of your people, there 
is no better way than these cards. People will share things on the cards they 
might not ever say in person, often simply because there is not enough time for 
you, as the leader to talk to people individually the day or evening of the 
meeting.

By using the cards you know the concerns of your people, what is in their hearts, 
what are their concerns, needs, and worries. You have a way to person-ally 
follow up, pray for and connect with people.

Not every card you get will be positive—in one single adult group we had, one 
young man used the prayer card each week to point out everything we did 
wrong that week. But even that was a privilege to receive. It seemed like he 
simply needed to get his criticism recorded. Once he did that, he didn’t feel the 
need to gossip about his concerns all week and we weren’t blind-sided by a 
concern that we didn’t know about that festered and surfaced later.

Examples of the power of email prayersExamples of the power of email prayersExamples of the power of email prayersExamples of the power of email prayersExamples of the power of email prayers
Technology has given us incredible ways to connect with prayer. Following are
some true stories, examples of email prayer links from Computers and Your
Ministry, a newsletter my ministry published previously.

FFFFFriends churriends churriends churriends churriends church links prach links prach links prach links prach links prayyyyyer and ministrer and ministrer and ministrer and ministrer and ministryyyyy

Positive and true stories:Positive and true stories:Positive and true stories:Positive and true stories:Positive and true stories:

First story:First story:First story:First story:First story: An evangelistic team is sent into the jungles of Mexico to preach 
the gospel. On the team is a person with a laptop computer connected to the 
internet. The evangelistic meeting begins.

Back home in the U.S. prayer groups gather at the time of the meeting in 
homes around computer terminals. The email connection is waiting. Back in 
Mexico the computer connects. The message comes: “We just gave the 
invitation for people to accept Jesus—everybody pray now!” People hundreds of 
miles apart battle for the salvation of souls and welcome new brothers and 
sisters into the kingdom of God.

Second story:Second story:Second story:Second story:Second story: A young woman opens the meeting house of the Friends church 
in her small farm community in Kansas. It’s prayer meeting night and she 
doesn’t know if anyone else will attend. She sits quietly for a time, but no one 
shows up. She goes over to the computer where she knows there is an on-line 
prayer meeting in progress. She joins them. A moment ago she was alone; now 
she’s linked with friends who welcome her by name and together they spend 
the next hour praying together as their fingers quietly fly across the computer 
keys in prayer.

Commentary:Commentary:Commentary:Commentary:Commentary:  Since using the computer in ways similar to the ones described 
above, one administrative pastor in a Friends church says, “The people in our

Super important!Super important!Super important!Super important!Super important!

There is no better way to
connect with people and
grow a church or
ministry than by using
connection cards in this
way.
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region have grown so much closer. Not only are we able to share prayer
requests so much more quickly, but we’ve gotten to know each other much
better through email also.”

Be creative in your ministry applications of the computer—it’s a great tool for
people connections.

ComComComComComputputputputputer praer praer praer praer prayyyyyer line prer line prer line prer line prer line prooooovides ministrvides ministrvides ministrvides ministrvides ministry ty ty ty ty to 8o 8o 8o 8o 81-y1-y1-y1-y1-yearearearearear-old-old-old-old-old
Betty was 81-years-old and living alone on a farm in the country. She had 
serious heart trouble and her doctor told her he did not know how much longer 
her weak heart would last. Her hearing was poor. It had gotten so bad it was 
difficult even for her to talk on the phone and because of her failing health, her 
church attendance was rare. But when she heard about the on-line prayer 
network at her church that was starting, she wanted to be part of it.

The computer changed her life in ways she didn’t expect. When she couldn’t 
sleep, she’d turn the computer on, go back over the list of prayer requests and 
spend time praying over them. Though her inability to hear had caused her to 
become isolated, she could now communicate freely online. She could send 
messages and encouragements to the people she was praying for. They began 
writing back. Folks from the church she’d gotten to know better online started 
coming by the farmhouse to visit.

Betty then asked the pastor if she could become prayer coordinator for her 
area. He agreed and her prayer responsibilities increased as she helped set up 
and encourage other prayer teams.

On a recent visitor to her doctor, after her examination the doctor asked, “Betty, 
are you taking something I don’t know about?”

“No doctor,” was her quiet reply.

“Well, I can’t explain it,” he said, shaking his head. “I don’t know what has 
happened, but your heart is healthy.”

Commentary:Commentary:Commentary:Commentary:Commentary: The unspoken hero of the story above is the pastor and some 
of his friends who found a computer, gave it to Betty, taught her how to use it 
and remained in touch through email to encourage her and answer questions. 
It wasn’t an easy learning time for Betty or her teachers and it took lots of time, 
but what a great contemporary application it was of the command to “remem-
ber the widows in their distress, "(James 1:27).

Prayer ministries on-line are a fantastic area of ministry for senior folks and 
those who are physically shut-in. If other members of the body of Christ will help 
them to get set up and train them, they can have active, involved and life-
changing ministries.

The starting point for many similar on-line prayer ministries can be through your 
connection cards.
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Connection
Cards

Production
By now I trust you are convinced of the need to be committed to a careful and
ongoing ministry of communication cards if you want to connect with visitors,
grow your church in numbers, stay connected to your people, and help them
grow in Christian maturity.

Now let’s get practicalNow let’s get practicalNow let’s get practicalNow let’s get practicalNow let’s get practical

This section will help you produce the cards them selves by giving you:

· Overall practical production tips on creating communication cards.

· An example of how to create a Privacy Statement on your connection cards
that may be useful.

· Lots of examples of different kinds of connection cards with commentary on
what works well on them and what might be changed.

· A suggestion on software to use in creating your connection cards.

· A suggestion on hardware that works well to create connection cards.

2section
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CHAPTERCHAPTERCHAPTERCHAPTERCHAPTER     TENTENTENTENTEN

Practical production tips to help you createPractical production tips to help you createPractical production tips to help you createPractical production tips to help you createPractical production tips to help you create
connection cardsconnection cardsconnection cardsconnection cardsconnection cards

By now you have the vision, people and procedures in place for creating
connection cards. Now, let’s get practical.

The design of your connection cardsThe design of your connection cardsThe design of your connection cardsThe design of your connection cardsThe design of your connection cards
There are a few basics to remember when creating communication cards:

· This is not something people will keep; they will turn it in, therefore, it is not
the place to print  your church website, address, or phone number.

·  It is a tool communication; you aren’t creating it to win a design contest.

· It needs to be read and filled out from a distance—on your lap as opposed to
a desk.

· The type needs to be large, simple and clear.  No script or fancy type.

· You want to make certain that you have enough room between the lines to
write comfortably. Be sure to physically test that before you finalize your design.

Tips to remember about the physical construction of theTips to remember about the physical construction of theTips to remember about the physical construction of theTips to remember about the physical construction of theTips to remember about the physical construction of the
connection cardsconnection cardsconnection cardsconnection cardsconnection cards

· For the reasons given earlier, it is best if they are printed on card stock, on a
separate piece rather than a tear-off portion of the church bulletin.

·  Be sure they are printed on matte, not glossy cardstock.

· Be sure you write on the cardstock with the pew pens or pencils to make sure
they write on the cardstock you have chosen.

· Be sure the design and printing method you use allows you to write on the
communication cards.

There will be more about this last point in the next chapter, where I will make a
specific recommendation, but sadly from my experience, I have seen too many
connection cards that were either printed on slick, glossy paper or were
designed with a toner-based image in the background that made them impos-
sible to write on.

It isn’t easy to remember these thingsIt isn’t easy to remember these thingsIt isn’t easy to remember these thingsIt isn’t easy to remember these thingsIt isn’t easy to remember these things
As you read over the tips above, you might think, “Oh, these are so obvious.”
But they aren’t. I cannot begin to recount the many times I have had someone
come up to me in my seminars who obviously, genuinely cared about reaching
people, who had tried their best to create a connection card, but then no
matter how good it looked, no one would fill them out. I especially remember
one example, that was literally  too beautiful—the next page tells the story.

A digital duplicator will 
produce connection 
cards inexpensively, on 
60# to 110# cardstock 
that are easy to write 
on.

Copiers produce 
beautiful bulletins, but 
don’t work as well for 
connection cards.
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The case of the too beautiful setting of a connection cardThe case of the too beautiful setting of a connection cardThe case of the too beautiful setting of a connection cardThe case of the too beautiful setting of a connection cardThe case of the too beautiful setting of a connection card

TTTTTrue strue strue strue strue stororororory here (and I wy here (and I wy here (and I wy here (and I wy here (and I was givas givas givas givas given the samen the samen the samen the samen the samples and permission tples and permission tples and permission tples and permission tples and permission tooooo
share):share):share):share):share):

When the young man showed me his church bulletin and said that no matter
what they did, nobody was turning in the connection cards, I carefully
looked at what he gave me.

His church bulletin was a beautiful piece of artwork. Each week he
created an original piece of art for the cover. The bulletin itself was a
saddle-stitched bound booklet. The cover artwork pieces were
wonderful; people loved them, collected them, and looked forward to
getting them each week. After looking at the bulletin, as gently as I
was able, I said, “You really don’t know why nobody is turning in the
connection card?”

“No.” He said, sadly and honestly.

“Look” I said, as I held up the bulletin. The connection card was
printed on the back of the cover of the beautiful artwork he created
each week.

To fill out the connection information, you would have to tear the
cover off the booklet. Then you could try to write on it!—Which

Each week the very talented
communications director of this church
would create a beautiful piece of artwork
for the professionally printed and lengthy
booklet that served as both a bulletin and
church newsletter.

The only problem was that the
connection piece was printed on the back
side of the cover, which people liked to
keep.

The problem is easily solved by printing a
separate connection card on card stock
and inserting it into the booklet.
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was almost impossible because it was printed on high gloss paper. After having
destroyed the booklet, you would then turn it in. By doing that you would be
giving away the beautiful picture.

He sighed.

I suggested that he simply take what he had on his connection form, print it on
lightweight card stock and insert it into the booklet. That way people could fill
out the cards, the church would get the necessary information, folks could keep
the beautiful picture, the booklet wouldn’t be torn apart, and hopefully every-
body would be happy.

Does this mean we should do an ugly bulletin so folks will want toDoes this mean we should do an ugly bulletin so folks will want toDoes this mean we should do an ugly bulletin so folks will want toDoes this mean we should do an ugly bulletin so folks will want toDoes this mean we should do an ugly bulletin so folks will want to
get rid of it?get rid of it?get rid of it?get rid of it?get rid of it?

Not at all—simply take a little time to think through the physical construction of
the materials you hand out and don’t let anything get in the way of making it
easy for people to respond to you.

Below is an example of a church that also had a beautiful piece of artwork on
it’s cover. They printed their bulletin on matte paper which went well with the
style of the artwork and their connection piece was a totally separate part of
bulletin. Though I still prefer a detached, separate piece, this worked well.

Both sides of this bulletin are reproduced in the Gallery Section.
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Guidelines for the style of your connection cardGuidelines for the style of your connection cardGuidelines for the style of your connection cardGuidelines for the style of your connection cardGuidelines for the style of your connection card
Like everything else that you create in the communications ministry of your
church, your connection cards should look like your church.

Once basic format and construction details are taken care of, the most
important thing is that when people see the card, that it looks like it comes
from the same church that gave them the bulletin or whose website they
looked at.

Looking the same includes things like being consistent in your use of colors,
logos, etc., but it goes beyond that in that your materials should have the same
style and feel. If you are a small country church, you might look one way, if you
are a large, denominational city church another, if you live here in S. California
like I do, probably a different look than folks who attend a church in downtown
Boston.

Below are a few examples from different
churches, one isn’t any “better” than another; they
all have been useful in their respective churches.
Larger samples and in some cases the second
side are in the following Gallery of examples.

CONNECT  CARD

  Today’s date

YYYYYour Nour Nour Nour Nour Nameameameameame
Male Female

If this is your first time, or if you have a change of information,

please fill in the following:

AddressAddressAddressAddressAddress

City, SCity, SCity, SCity, SCity, State, Ziptate, Ziptate, Ziptate, Ziptate, Zip

PhonePhonePhonePhonePhone

EmailEmailEmailEmailEmail

BirthdayBirthdayBirthdayBirthdayBirthday (month and day only is OK)

Please check one:Please check one:Please check one:Please check one:Please check one:

single separated     divorced widowed

Please check one:Please check one:Please check one:Please check one:Please check one:

First time guest of

Regular attendee

Member of VMC

Member of church

Kids & agesKids & agesKids & agesKids & agesKids & ages

over please.......over please.......over please.......over please.......over please.......

There are many styles
and designs that work
for communication
cards—the most
important design
consideration is that it
reflect youryouryouryouryour church.
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CHAPTERCHAPTERCHAPTERCHAPTERCHAPTER     ELEVENELEVENELEVENELEVENELEVEN

GallerGallerGallerGallerGallery of connection card ey of connection card ey of connection card ey of connection card ey of connection card exxxxxamplesamplesamplesamplesamples

There are a variety of connection cards in the following gallery reprinted to give 
you ideas for creating your own. The samples came from people who have 
taken my seminars and who shared their church communications with me 
along with permission for me to use them for teaching purposes. I thank them 
for sharing with me.

I included a number of samples of cards I have used in our ministries with 
Single Adults. They aren’t the most exciting examples of graphic arts design, but 
they all worked extremely well in growing our groups (from 6 people up to 300 
in a church of 1,800) and even more importantly, in groups of every size, we 
have stayed connected on a weekly basis with the needs and concerns of the 
group members, through the use of these cards. They are battle-tested.

Each page of samples has comments that may be useful to you—maybe one 
will inspire you or give you an idea that will cause you to modify something that 
isn’t working.

The ones that I believe are most successful in getting people to fill them out and 
for the staff to follow up on are fairly simple because no matter how big or fancy 
your church, remember that the connection card is the doorway and often the 
first connection to your church. We don’t want to make the entry to our church a 
confusion of many doors to enter as I fear might happen with some of the cards 
that have long lists of ministries and volunteer jobs.

TTTTTrrrrry dify dify dify dify difffffferent things and terent things and terent things and terent things and terent things and test test test test test to see what wo see what wo see what wo see what wo see what worororororks best fks best fks best fks best fks best for yor yor yor yor yououououou
I know what works for our ministries, but you are in charge of the spiritual
welfare of your people and the growth of your church. No one knows better
than you what will appeal to or work with your people.

Because the response can vary, test different kinds of connection cards—try a
separate card if you have always used a tear-off, try ones with less or more
information required. Track the responses and make decisions based on the
results.

Send me your samples and continue the sharingSend me your samples and continue the sharingSend me your samples and continue the sharingSend me your samples and continue the sharingSend me your samples and continue the sharing
I’d like to put out a larger gallery of samples on future CDs on this topic and 
would love to have your samples—we all learn best from each other!

If you would like to be part of that, please send me a PDF (or you can send a 
MS Publisher or MS Word file) to yvon@effectivechurchcom.com with permis-
sion to use them. Include any thoughts, comments, or tips you might have.

I thank you in advance for your kindness.

New and additional
examples of connection
cards will be added
periodically to the
website:
www.effectivechurchcom.com

Check the site out
frequently for new
materials to make your
outreach effective.
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Connection CarConnection CarConnection CarConnection CarConnection Cards fds fds fds fds for Single Aor Single Aor Single Aor Single Aor Single Adult Ministrdult Ministrdult Ministrdult Ministrdult Ministry—y—y—y—y—that can be modifthat can be modifthat can be modifthat can be modifthat can be modifiediediediedied
fffffor anor anor anor anor any cy cy cy cy churchurchurchurchurch, small grh, small grh, small grh, small grh, small group, adult education class or minisoup, adult education class or minisoup, adult education class or minisoup, adult education class or minisoup, adult education class or ministrtrtrtrtryyyyy

In working with Single Adult Ministry for many years, my husband and I have
found Connection Cards to be of immeasurable value. We’ve used them to
grow our group and most importantly in many ways, to get to know what was on
the hearts of our people, to pray for, and pastor them.

I’ve done up lots of cards and the following ones are representative of many
done up in many situations.

Sometimes simple 
works best. We used 
this very simple card 
for a prayer team 
that prayed for our 
single’s group on 
Sundays after class.

After Sunday, my 
husband, a 
bi-vocational pastor 
who works as a 
handyman, would 
literally carry  the 
cards with him 
wherever he went 
and pray for his 
people as he worked.

For another Single
Adult ministry we did, I
made up this card and
added the request for
information so I could
use it for visitors and
database entry.

We worked very hard
to get everyone to fill
one out and always got
a 70-100% response.
We always knew what
was on the hearts of
our people through
these cards.

PRODUCTIONPRODUCTIONPRODUCTIONPRODUCTIONPRODUCTION
NOTE:NOTE:NOTE:NOTE:NOTE: for both
of these and all
the ones like
them I use the
Postcard
template in MS
Publisher.
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Modify as yModify as yModify as yModify as yModify as you go tou go tou go tou go tou go to tro tro tro tro try vy vy vy vy various infarious infarious infarious infarious information gatheringormation gatheringormation gatheringormation gatheringormation gathering
mememememethods and ministrthods and ministrthods and ministrthods and ministrthods and ministry optionsy optionsy optionsy optionsy options

I decided I wanted to collect people’s birthdays, so  I decided to try
doing the cards like this instead of the smaller squares on the
previous page. The group was growing, we were going to add a
prayer team, so I also added the option of being able to have the
prayer request just go to my husband and myself.

I learned from that trial that it isn’t good to try to introduce a prayer
team after you as the leaders have been the primary prayers from
the start. Everybody just kept checking the private box.

People also (we work with some older singles) got a bit tense
about the birthday entry. Also, I realized I got less out of a piece of
card stock and that seemed to add up.

It didn’t take long for me to go to back to the more simple 4- on- a-
page as the previous examples showed.

We use a variation of that simple 4- on- a- page layout for every
small group, Sunday school class, whatever we do as a way
connect with people, get to know and pray for them.
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name         date

address

city state zip

home phone work phone

email

check here if address, phone or email change 

your birthday          (MONTH & DAY ONLY IS OK)

kids and ages

please check one:     single divorced       separated       widowed

Are you a member or regular attendee of VMC?  yes       no

Any church and if so, which one?

Questions, comments, prayer requests or praises

Confidential prayer request  for Pastor Paul only 

Today I decided to trust Jesus as Savior

I would like to know more about what it means to be a Christian

I’d like to be part of the prayer team (be sure we have your address and email above)

Privacy statement and what will happen to this information: any information given on this sheet is confidential
and will be shared only with the Singles Pastor, Single Adult Leadership Team, Prayer team, and appropriate church
staff. It will not be used in any way for commercial purposes. This information is to be used to inform, pastor, and
pray for singles. After collection each Sunday the cards will be given to the Singles Pastor, they will then be given to
the Singles secretary for entry into the attendance and information data base. Prayer requests or comments that
are marked confidential will be kept by Pastor Paul only, all other requests for the prayer team will be reproduced
and distributed to the prayer team. Non-confidential comments will be passed on to the leadership team. If you
want to be removed from the mailing list, contact Pastor Paul 805-642-2332.

Focus Singles @VMC Communication Card

name         date

address

city state zip

home phone work phone

email

check here if address, phone or email change 

your birthday          (MONTH & DAY ONLY IS OK)

kids and ages

please check one:     single divorced       separated       widowed

Are you a member or regular attendee of VMC?  yes       no

Any church and if so, which one?

Questions, comments, prayer requests or praises

Confidential prayer request  for Pastor Paul only 

Today I decided to trust Jesus as Savior

I would like to know more about what it means to be a Christian

I’d like to be part of the prayer team (be sure we have your address and email above)

Privacy statement and what will happen to this information: any information given on this sheet is confidential
and will be shared only with the Singles Pastor, Single Adult Leadership Team, Prayer team, and appropriate church
staff. It will not be used in any way for commercial purposes. This information is to be used to inform, pastor, and
pray for singles. After collection each Sunday the cards will be given to the Singles Pastor, they will then be given to
the Singles secretary for entry into the attendance and information data base. Prayer requests or comments that
are marked confidential will be kept by Pastor Paul only, all other requests for the prayer team will be reproduced
and distributed to the prayer team. Non-confidential comments will be passed on to the leadership team. If you
want to be removed from the mailing list, contact Pastor Paul 805-642-2332.

Focus Singles @VMC Communication Card

name         date

address

city state zip

home phone work phone

email

check here if address, phone or email change 

your birthday          (MONTH & DAY ONLY IS OK)

kids and ages

please check one:     single divorced       separated       widowed

Are you a member or regular attendee of VMC?  yes       no

Any church and if so, which one?

Questions, comments, prayer requests or praises

Confidential prayer request  for Pastor Paul only 

Today I decided to trust Jesus as Savior

I would like to know more about what it means to be a Christian

I’d like to be part of the prayer team (be sure we have your address and email above)

Privacy statement and what will happen to this information: any information given on this sheet is confidential
and will be shared only with the Singles Pastor, Single Adult Leadership Team, Prayer team, and appropriate church
staff. It will not be used in any way for commercial purposes. This information is to be used to inform, pastor, and
pray for singles. After collection each Sunday the cards will be given to the Singles Pastor, they will then be given to
the Singles secretary for entry into the attendance and information data base. Prayer requests or comments that
are marked confidential will be kept by Pastor Paul only, all other requests for the prayer team will be reproduced
and distributed to the prayer team. Non-confidential comments will be passed on to the leadership team. If you
want to be removed from the mailing list, contact Pastor Paul 805-642-2332.

Focus Singles @VMC Communication Card

Sometimes yourSometimes yourSometimes yourSometimes yourSometimes your
production or theproduction or theproduction or theproduction or theproduction or the
secretarial servicesecretarial servicesecretarial servicesecretarial servicesecretarial service
available helps determineavailable helps determineavailable helps determineavailable helps determineavailable helps determine
your design.your design.your design.your design.your design.
For a time we worked at a large church
where we had a secretary and larger
than usual printing budget—so I got
detailed on the info I needed to collect
and more extravagant on paper use.
The church decided to do away with
the program in a few months, but the
additional information was very useful
for the time we had a way to record it.
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I used this card before I decided I needed to
have the Privacy Statement on the bottom
of the previous page. I liked how this looked
probably the best of all the ones I did for
Singles.

The Count me in Card below is a modified
connection card that  worked great as a way
to recruit volunteers.
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name         date

address

city state zip

home phone work phone

email

check here if address, phone or email change 

your birthday          (MONTH & DAY ONLY IS OK)

kids and ages

please check one:     single divorced       separated       widowed

Are you a member or regular attendee of VMC?  yes       no

Any church and if so, which one?

Questions, comments, prayer requests or praises

Confidential prayer request  for Pastor Paul only 

Today I decided to trust Jesus as Savior

I would like to know more about what it means to be a Christian

I’d like to be part of the prayer team (be sure we have your address and email above)

Privacy statement and what will happen to this information: any information given on this sheet is confidential
and will be shared only with the Singles Pastor, Single Adult Leadership Team, Prayer team, and appropriate church
staff. It will not be used in any way for commercial purposes. This information is to be used to inform, pastor, and
pray for singles. After collection each Sunday the cards will be given to the Singles Pastor, they will then be given to
the Singles secretary for entry into the attendance and information data base. Prayer requests or comments that
are marked confidential will be kept by Pastor Paul only, all other requests for the prayer team will be reproduced
and distributed to the prayer team. Non-confidential comments will be passed on to the leadership team. If you
want to be removed from the mailing list, contact Pastor Paul 805-642-2332.

Focus Singles @VMC Communication Card

Uses of a Privacy Guideline Statements in connection cardsUses of a Privacy Guideline Statements in connection cardsUses of a Privacy Guideline Statements in connection cardsUses of a Privacy Guideline Statements in connection cardsUses of a Privacy Guideline Statements in connection cards
People have asked in my seminars how and why I used the privacy statement
in the previous example. Here is how it came about:

We were working with a Single Adult Group that was active in outreach and I
observed how some hesitated when they first confronted our connection cards.
I realized that we were asking total strangers to the group to give us private,
detailed information and that might be a bit scary. I wanted to assure them it
would be private and only used for the church group. I came up with several
Privacy Guideline Statements that I used on cards like the example on this
page.

People expect statements like this on any website they give information to; I
thought that the church should do no less if we want credibility and trust with
our target audience. We don’t have to make a big deal out of it; I printed it on
the cards, on the bottom is pretty small type, but for those who cared, it was
there.

Below is the text, slightly modified from the one actually on the card illustrated.
You are free to copy, modify and use any version of it if you would like.

Text on Privacy statement:

Privacy statement and what will happen to thisPrivacy statement and what will happen to thisPrivacy statement and what will happen to thisPrivacy statement and what will happen to thisPrivacy statement and what will happen to this
information:information:information:information:information: any information given on this card is any information given on this card is any information given on this card is any information given on this card is any information given on this card is
confidential and will be shared only with theconfidential and will be shared only with theconfidential and will be shared only with theconfidential and will be shared only with theconfidential and will be shared only with the
Singles’ PSingles’ PSingles’ PSingles’ PSingles’ Pastastastastastororororor, the Single A, the Single A, the Single A, the Single A, the Single Adult Leaderdult Leaderdult Leaderdult Leaderdult Leadership Tship Tship Tship Tship Team,eam,eam,eam,eam,
PraPraPraPraPrayyyyyer Ter Ter Ter Ter Team and appream and appream and appream and appream and appropriatopriatopriatopriatopriate chure chure chure chure church stafch stafch stafch stafch staff. It willf. It willf. It willf. It willf. It will
not be used in any way for commercial purposes.not be used in any way for commercial purposes.not be used in any way for commercial purposes.not be used in any way for commercial purposes.not be used in any way for commercial purposes.
This infThis infThis infThis infThis information is tormation is tormation is tormation is tormation is to be used to be used to be used to be used to be used to info info info info inform, pastorm, pastorm, pastorm, pastorm, pastororororor,,,,,
and pray for singles. After collecting the cardsand pray for singles. After collecting the cardsand pray for singles. After collecting the cardsand pray for singles. After collecting the cardsand pray for singles. After collecting the cards
each Sunday the cards will be given to the Singles’each Sunday the cards will be given to the Singles’each Sunday the cards will be given to the Singles’each Sunday the cards will be given to the Singles’each Sunday the cards will be given to the Singles’
PPPPPastastastastastororororor, the, the, the, the, they will then be givy will then be givy will then be givy will then be givy will then be given ten ten ten ten to the Singles’o the Singles’o the Singles’o the Singles’o the Singles’
secretary for entry into the attendance and infor-secretary for entry into the attendance and infor-secretary for entry into the attendance and infor-secretary for entry into the attendance and infor-secretary for entry into the attendance and infor-
mation data base. Prayer requests or commentsmation data base. Prayer requests or commentsmation data base. Prayer requests or commentsmation data base. Prayer requests or commentsmation data base. Prayer requests or comments
that are marked confidential will be kept bythat are marked confidential will be kept bythat are marked confidential will be kept bythat are marked confidential will be kept bythat are marked confidential will be kept by
PPPPPastastastastastor Por Por Por Por Paul and Yaul and Yaul and Yaul and Yaul and Yvvvvvon onlyon onlyon onlyon onlyon only. All o. All o. All o. All o. All other reqther reqther reqther reqther requests fuests fuests fuests fuests fororororor
the prayer team will be reproduced and distrib-the prayer team will be reproduced and distrib-the prayer team will be reproduced and distrib-the prayer team will be reproduced and distrib-the prayer team will be reproduced and distrib-
uted to the prayer team. Non-confidential com-uted to the prayer team. Non-confidential com-uted to the prayer team. Non-confidential com-uted to the prayer team. Non-confidential com-uted to the prayer team. Non-confidential com-
ments will be passed on to the leadership team. Ifments will be passed on to the leadership team. Ifments will be passed on to the leadership team. Ifments will be passed on to the leadership team. Ifments will be passed on to the leadership team. If
you want to be removed from the mailing list foryou want to be removed from the mailing list foryou want to be removed from the mailing list foryou want to be removed from the mailing list foryou want to be removed from the mailing list for
any time for any reason please contact Yvonany time for any reason please contact Yvonany time for any reason please contact Yvonany time for any reason please contact Yvonany time for any reason please contact Yvon
Prehn at 555-555-5555 or emailPrehn at 555-555-5555 or emailPrehn at 555-555-5555 or emailPrehn at 555-555-5555 or emailPrehn at 555-555-5555 or email
yvonprehn@aol.com.yvonprehn@aol.com.yvonprehn@aol.com.yvonprehn@aol.com.yvonprehn@aol.com.

Using 6-8 point type (Arial Narrow works well), and 6-8 pt.
leading or very narrow line spacing , this statement fits
well on the bottom of a connection card.
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Following are additional examples of a variety ofFollowing are additional examples of a variety ofFollowing are additional examples of a variety ofFollowing are additional examples of a variety ofFollowing are additional examples of a variety of
connection cards from a variety of churchesconnection cards from a variety of churchesconnection cards from a variety of churchesconnection cards from a variety of churchesconnection cards from a variety of churches

There is no perfect way to design connection cards, but 
the following ones might give you ideas.

I think this is a beautiful and well-designed card, one that would work well in
almost any church.

The only tiny, change I might make on this (and it comes from practical experi-
ence) is that I would have people repeat their name on the second side with
the prayer requests and other information. The reason for this is that often in
churches the prayer request cards are photocopied. If that is the case, some-
one has to put the name of person on side with the prayer requests. Even if
they are being typed in, though you can turn the card over, having people write it
is easier.
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A mail-in connection cardA mail-in connection cardA mail-in connection cardA mail-in connection cardA mail-in connection card
This is a novel approach, but the lady who shared it with me said it worked
well. After the missions conference instead of taking up the mission commit-
ment cards there, they asked people to take them home, pray about their
response and then mail it back to the church.

This honors the decision-making process and since the church already has the
basic information about the people attending the church, there is not the same
pressure to make the commitments. The goal is that the people who take the
time to pray, response and mail back in the card will also carry out their
commitment to pray and support missions.
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VVVVVererererery nice clean, clear cary nice clean, clear cary nice clean, clear cary nice clean, clear cary nice clean, clear card.d.d.d.d.

My only concern would be that HUGE list of options people
can check. If the church office really has the materials and
can follow up on all the requests in a timely manner--good
for them!

If the requests for all these areas cannot be completed
within a week a much more manageable list would be my
recommendation. Remember, it is better not to ask people
for a response than to ask, have them respond, and then
for the church to be too busy to connect with them.
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Sample for a tear offSample for a tear offSample for a tear offSample for a tear offSample for a tear off
Though I do recommend a piece of card
stock as a connection card, many churches
get their bulletin shells printed ahead with
the connection form as part of the shell.

One way to get more people to respond to
this is for the pastor leader to say something
like, “Let’s all tear off our connection cards
together and take time to fill them out now.”
That way a visitor isn’t the only one in a row
loudly tearing off paper.
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Lots going on at this churchLots going on at this churchLots going on at this churchLots going on at this churchLots going on at this church
This is a great church with lots happening— so much in fact that I think it
would have served them well to make their Communication Card a sepa-
rate piece, especially since it is right next to the Sermon Notes and if you
mess up tearing it off, you could mess up your Sermon Notes.
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A relatively simple bulletin and design, but effective. The copy here does not
due it justice as the bulletin was printed on an almost watercolor quality type
paper. They wanted the rendition of the church (and it was beautifully done by a
well-known local artist) to be a memento of a visit to the church.
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Samples of separate card stock printed connection cardsSamples of separate card stock printed connection cardsSamples of separate card stock printed connection cardsSamples of separate card stock printed connection cardsSamples of separate card stock printed connection cards
Here and on the following pages are connection cards printed up separate from the 
bulletin itself, which I strongly recommend and which I believe are the most likely to 
be turned in.

This card is unique in the
second side being about
Caring for Others.

You can tell a lot about a
church from looking at
their connection card and
this church clearly cares
greatly about serving the
needs of people.
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Don’t trDon’t trDon’t trDon’t trDon’t try ty ty ty ty to do to do to do to do to do too much on yoo much on yoo much on yoo much on yoo much on your connection carour connection carour connection carour connection carour connection carddddd
Though very attractive with the teal ink on bright white paper and a nice

selection of typefaces used, this connection card has so much
going on, maybe too much.

The most confusing thing to me was the Church Covenant—in very
small print on a piece that I am assuming you don’t keep, but will
give away. What is a person to do? Skim, decide, check a box and
get rid of it.

The image, though lovely and I’m sure well loved, makes the small
print even harder to read.

One more question: on the front page, there is the question:

“Are you interested in
becoming a member
of the church?”

—and there are only
two replies, yes or no.
What if I’m a visitor
and have no idea
what church member-
ship is even about?

We  need to pray
through and think
through so carefully
what we say on our
connection cards.

We not only want to
get information from
folks but we don’t
want to scare them
away or make them
feel pressured to
make a decision they
may not be ready to
make.
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Great use of a MS Publisher postcard templateGreat use of a MS Publisher postcard templateGreat use of a MS Publisher postcard templateGreat use of a MS Publisher postcard templateGreat use of a MS Publisher postcard template
I use the postcard templates for connection cards frequently, but this person
made it more lively with color and word art for the Welcome! It looks like the
sort of happy card that would be fun to fill out and a happy church to connect
with.
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Great idea here—to periodically give out
a different colored UPDATE CARD. If you
have the printed book, not the e-book,
you may not see the color change, but
it’s there. Yes, people are supposed to
update the church every week, but they
get distracted or forget, and this is an
effective reminder.

Simple and clear, this gets the job done. The only
change I would make on this is to not do it up on
such dark paper.

We read best when there is high contrast
between the print and the paper. It’s easy to get
bored in the church office and want to print on
colored paper to liven things up, but black print
on white paper is the easiest on the eyes.
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Special event sign-in cards examplesSpecial event sign-in cards examplesSpecial event sign-in cards examplesSpecial event sign-in cards examplesSpecial event sign-in cards examples
In addition to making it a priority to use Connection Cards effectively every
week, special events provide a unique opportunity to make connections.

Sadly, so many churches work very hard to put on a seasonal celebration or
special event and often hundreds of strangers to the church come to the event.
However, if they only attend that event and never come back again, there is

tremendous lost potential to make lasting connec-
tions with your church and ultimately to Jesus.

A Connection Card is a natural and important way to
make sure the impact of your special event lasts
beyond the event itself.

Sign-in cards for special events don’t have to be fancy,
you just have to make a connection.

If appropriate, you can offer a prize drawingIf appropriate, you can offer a prize drawingIf appropriate, you can offer a prize drawingIf appropriate, you can offer a prize drawingIf appropriate, you can offer a prize drawing
as an incentive for filling them out, foras an incentive for filling them out, foras an incentive for filling them out, foras an incentive for filling them out, foras an incentive for filling them out, for
example:example:example:example:example:

• A big pumpkin filled with Halloween goodies.

• An Easter basket filled with Easter Candy.

• A giant Christmas stocking filled with yummy treats.

• A gift certificate appropriate to the holiday.

If you wanted to do more than one gift, you might get
donations from local businesses.

Be sure to follow up immediately on SpecialBe sure to follow up immediately on SpecialBe sure to follow up immediately on SpecialBe sure to follow up immediately on SpecialBe sure to follow up immediately on Special
Event Connection Cards.Event Connection Cards.Event Connection Cards.Event Connection Cards.Event Connection Cards.

Keep in mind the advice given previously in this book
on follow up. Some additional tips for Special Event
Connection Card follow up:

• A postcard is a perfect follow-up tool--no one has to
bother with opening it up to get the message. What-
ever method you choose, be sure to:

• Thank people for coming.

• Let them know what other seasonal events you have coming up.

• Consider sending additional cards with encouraging tips, ideas, for how to
celebrate the holidays.

• Send additional invitations.

• DO NOT worry about being bothersome—marketing companies know it takes
many repetitions for people to remember your message and to respond.

•  Your message is far more important than the latest consumer product, so be
persistent! 

Make your special or
seasonal event more
than simply one great
time of celebration.
Create, promote, and
follow-up on special
event connection cards
for all the work and
prayers of your special
event to have lasting
impact.
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Though you are more than welcome to use these any of these examples as
inspiration, on the website: www.effectivechurchcom.comwww.effectivechurchcom.comwww.effectivechurchcom.comwww.effectivechurchcom.comwww.effectivechurchcom.com are download-
able templates in Microsoft Publisher for Effective Church Communication
Members that you can modify and use to create your  own cards.

Production note on Special Event Connection CardsProduction note on Special Event Connection CardsProduction note on Special Event Connection CardsProduction note on Special Event Connection CardsProduction note on Special Event Connection Cards

Be sure to print them on heavy-duty card stock (60# to 110# is recommended)
so they are easy to hold and  fill out. In addition, be 
sure you print them using an ink-based system, so 
people can write on the image. This is a perfect job for 
a digital duplicator.

Below are some of the more recent examples of 
connection cards on the ECC site, we are constantly 
adding new ones you can access through the 
TEMPLATE link on the home page of: 
www.effectivechurchcom.com.
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Prayer Card Examples to give out at special eventsPrayer Card Examples to give out at special eventsPrayer Card Examples to give out at special eventsPrayer Card Examples to give out at special eventsPrayer Card Examples to give out at special events
Sometimes at special events, Sunday School classes,
or small groups, one of the best ways to connect with
people is to ask how you can pray for them.

My husband and I have found this to be one of the
most effective ways to form firm bonds with people
and to grow a ministry.

Almost any situation is an appropriate one in which
you can ask if people want prayer. You’ll be amazed at
how open people will be.

You can follow up with a note, email or call or simply a
personal comment when you see them next to let
them know that you are praying for them.

Though you are more than welcome to use these
examples as inspiration, on the website:
www.effectivechurchcom.com are downloadable
templates so that you can modify and print your own
cards.
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CHAPTERCHAPTERCHAPTERCHAPTERCHAPTER     TTTTTWELWELWELWELWELVEVEVEVEVE

SofSofSofSofSoftwtwtwtwtware recommendation fare recommendation fare recommendation fare recommendation fare recommendation for creatingor creatingor creatingor creatingor creating
communication cardscommunication cardscommunication cardscommunication cardscommunication cards

Many of the connection cards that I create I do in MS Publisher because it is so 
easy to do them in it.

Especially for the simple prayer request cards that are printed 4 per page, you 
can use the Postcard Template in MS Publisher. You simply create one card as 
the example below shows; then tell it to print 4 per page and it will lay them 
out, space them and you are done with it.

The screen shot below and the ones on the following page illustrate this.

NOTE: when you read this you may be using a newer or different version of MS 
Publisher, but the basic process is the same.

Above is a prayer request connection card being created in MS Publisher. As you
can see on the side, I am doing it up in the Postcard Template that will create 4
postcards per page.

If I had a larger graphic image or wanted to ask for more information, I could
also use the publication option of creating it on a half-page.
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 After creating the card, then go into 
the print selection box and first of all 
click, “Change Copies per Sheet”

Be sure “Print multiple copies per
sheet” is checked and then you’ll
get a printout like the one below.
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CHAPTERCHAPTERCHAPTERCHAPTERCHAPTER     THIRTEENTHIRTEENTHIRTEENTHIRTEENTHIRTEEN

Hardware considerations for creatingHardware considerations for creatingHardware considerations for creatingHardware considerations for creatingHardware considerations for creating
communication cardscommunication cardscommunication cardscommunication cardscommunication cards

In the actual production of your communication cards, there are some
very important factors you must keep in mind:

· You need to be able to produce the cards quickly, cheaply, and in
large quantities because the entire congregation gets them every week.

· You need to produce them on lightweight card stock, because for the
reasons listed earlier in the book  you will get a much better response if
you do that.

· You have to be able to write on the cards with
the inexpensive pens and pencils many churches have
available in the pews.

The last factor seems very obvious, but it isn’t in the 
practical production of many communication products I’ve 
seen come out of churches. The reason is that so many 
churches today produce their communications on color 
copiers or color lasers. These machines product gorgeous, 
full-color images, they produce them using toner and you 
can’t write on toner, because it is slick.

You need to print your communication cards with an ink-
based print system because ink sinks into the paper and 
you can write over it. This is especially important if the 
church wants to print their logo or some sort of Christian 
image behind the lines upon which you want people to 
write. The bottom line is that color copiers and laser 
machines are not good to use to create communication 
cards. What then is?

Great machines to produce communication cards,Great machines to produce communication cards,Great machines to produce communication cards,Great machines to produce communication cards,Great machines to produce communication cards, 
quickly and inexpensively are ink-based digitalquickly and inexpensively are ink-based digitalquickly and inexpensively are ink-based digitalquickly and inexpensively are ink-based digitalquickly and inexpensively are ink-based digital 
duplicatorsduplicatorsduplicatorsduplicatorsduplicators and the RISO ComColor Injet Printer.
An ink-based printing system meets all the requirements listed above. The

best machines to do these are digital duplicators or what I currently 
recommend is the RISO ComColor Injet Printer. You could do them with your 
desktop inkjet printer, but the cost and slowness of these machines makes 
them impractical for all but the shortest print runs.

Digital duplicators and the newer ComColor Printer are great workhorse 
production machines for churches. They do not do the kind of high quality 
image you get from a color laser copier, but they are a fraction of the cost to 
purchase and a tiny, tiny fraction of the cost to operate. The color copier is 
fantastic for quality PR communications, but for forms and the large number of 
connection cards you need each week, a digital duplicator or ComColor Printer 
can be perfect for  the job.

As the cards above
illustrate, if you want to
use an image behind
your connection cards,
either your church logo
for branding, a message
or an overall image, you
must use an ink-based
printing system so
people can write on
them.
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 In addition digital duplicators or ComColor Printers work well to produce 
connection cards because, overall they can:

·  Produce the cards quickly because there is no heat involved in laying down ink
on paper in contrast to the heat required to fuse the image with a toner-based 
copier. It also means  you can do lengthy runs without overheating or jamming.

·  Lightweight card stock feeds through the machines well in the ones that have a 
straight paper path, so you won’t get jams. 

To find them a good digital duplicator or ComColor Injet Printer, the most 
helpful recommendation that I could give you now is twofold:

One, trust your local office equipment dealerOne, trust your local office equipment dealerOne, trust your local office equipment dealerOne, trust your local office equipment dealerOne, trust your local office equipment dealer
The person who can help you the most is always the person who works for a
company that keeps the priority of the church in mind. I know many, many
dealers that I have had the privilege of working with in the years that I traveled
and taught seminars, who truly work very hard to serve the church customers
that they have.

Your long term trusting relationship with a dealer is the best guarantee of good
equipment.

TTTTTwwwwwo, mako, mako, mako, mako, make sure thee sure thee sure thee sure thee sure they undery undery undery undery understand ystand ystand ystand ystand your need four need four need four need four need for a non-tor a non-tor a non-tor a non-tor a non-toneroneroneroneroner-based-based-based-based-based
machine for this workmachine for this workmachine for this workmachine for this workmachine for this work

Many sales people and dealers who work with churches assume that all of the
reproduction needs of the church involve high quality color these days—
assuming churches want more impact, etc. in their ministry outreach materials.

Though that may be true for many things you produce in the church office,
connection cards are unique because they are more of a workhorse, service
piece that is produced in large quantities and requires that people be able to
write on it. In addition, many of the publications you produce for children’s
ministry and teaching ministries also do not need high color or toner-based
quality.

The bottom line production reality for connection cards, and many other work
horse publications produced by the church is that fancy high end quality isn’t
the most important characteristic needed in a machine—fast, inexpensive
production is. In most churches the combination of a digital duplicator and a
copier takes care of all the church printing needs. It isn’t a matter of one
machine or the other, both do different jobs well to support the total print
production needs of a church.

Share with your dealer this chapter and any other parts of this book you think
might be useful to help them understand your needs. With your purchase of this
book, you have my permission to make copies from it, to help your church and
those serving it, with no copyright guilt involved.

You probably need more
than one machine to do
all the print production
work you need done in
the church, meaning
both a copier and a
digital duplicator, but a
good sales professional
can help you select the
machines that will cost
less overall and do the
kind of work you need
for the different
publications you create.
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It’s often said in 
corporate circles that 
the vision of any 
business must be 
restated every 28 days or 
else workers lose sight 
of their purpose and 
revert to old, less 
productive patterns. 
What’s true for industry, 
at least in this area, is 
true for us in the
church. . . . .It’s going to
take constant lifting of
people’s vision in order
to overcome the
gravitational pull toward
self-centeredness.

Building a
Contagious
Church
Mark Mittelberg

CHAPTERCHAPTERCHAPTERCHAPTERCHAPTER     FOURTEENFOURTEENFOURTEENFOURTEENFOURTEEN

The hardest work is aheadThe hardest work is aheadThe hardest work is aheadThe hardest work is aheadThe hardest work is ahead

Setting up an effective ministry using connection cards is a huge amount of
work. Getting the vision, procedures, communications, and people in place is
exhausting. But as difficult as these tasks are, the hardest one is ahead of you
and that is because the biggest challenge to a successful connection card
ministry is to be consistent. Consistency over the long term is needed in:

· Creating the cards every week.

· Putting them into the bulletin every week.

· Collecting, triaging, sorting and making certain cards get to the proper people
for recording and follow up.

·  Prompt and personalized  follow-up—completing the connection.

Consistency is also needed in:

· Presenting them to the congregation each week in an exciting upbeat way.

· Giving people time each week to fill them out.

· Praying for prayer requests and responses each week.

· Reminding staff and volunteers of the incredible importance of the connec-
tions made.

Let me warn you, there will be times when every fiber of your being will scream 
that these cards are unnecessary; there will be weeks when the copier will jam 
(if you don't have an ink-based printer); there will often be someone who loudly 
proclaims that either they are tired of putting them into the bulletins; that 
people throw half of them on the floor or that they aren’t necessary in this age of 
internet connections when anyone can contact the church anytime through 
email (forgetting few do and no visitor even knows how).

Rarely a Sunday will go by when it won’t seem like you don’t have time to pause 
and give people time to fill them out; when it seems unnecessary to remind 
people to turn them in, and when, if truth be told, you almost wish nobody 
would turn one in because then you wouldn’t have to deal with them.

On Monday, there will often be an emergency, an email or a phone call that will 
seem much more important than sorting and triaging the connection cards and 
responding to them will seem like an unbearable amount of work.

TTTTTo ko ko ko ko keep yeep yeep yeep yeep you going when you going when you going when you going when you going when you wou wou wou wou want tant tant tant tant to givo givo givo givo give up on connection care up on connection care up on connection care up on connection care up on connection cards,ds,ds,ds,ds,
ttttthe following three reminders may be helpful.he following three reminders may be helpful.he following three reminders may be helpful.he following three reminders may be helpful.he following three reminders may be helpful.

One, important messages require repetitionOne, important messages require repetitionOne, important messages require repetitionOne, important messages require repetitionOne, important messages require repetition

Every time you get on an airplane, they repeat the same instructions for what
seems to be so simple to those who fly a lot: how to put on the seatbelt, what
to do in an emergency. They do this because they know that though perhaps
99% of the people have heard it before, if there is an emergency, and if it saves
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the life of one person, all the repetition will have been worth it. It may seem like
you have repeated the same announcement about connection cards and no
one is listening, but I promise you that every week there is someone in your
church whose spiritual life is in crisis and for whom that announcement might
be the difference between eternal life and death.

 Jesus describes himself as the Good Shepherd who goes after the one little
sheep who has wandered off, while the 99 are safe, doing what they should be
doing. That one little sheep needed special attention and Jesus gave it to him
and saved his life. When you make the announcement, when you work on the
cards, don’t do it with a faceless group in mind, but pray that the Lord will
enable you to see the ONE person who desperately needs the connection.

TTTTTwwwwwo, there is an a real enemo, there is an a real enemo, there is an a real enemo, there is an a real enemo, there is an a real enemy who wy who wy who wy who wy who wants yants yants yants yants you tou tou tou tou to givo givo givo givo give upe upe upe upe up
Connection cards and all they can be used to accomplish in your church do not
exist in a spiritual vacuum. There is an enemy of our souls who would like
nothing better than for visitors to be ignored, for hurting people to be un-
touched, for seeking souls to pour out their hearts and then be disappointed
because no one responds. That enemy will constantly whisper in your ear that
there is never time to announce, collect, or respond to connection cards.

Determine ahead of time to ignore that voice.Determine ahead of time to ignore that voice.Determine ahead of time to ignore that voice.Determine ahead of time to ignore that voice.Determine ahead of time to ignore that voice.

Though our enemy is real, we can’t blame the enemy for our own sloth and lack
of discipline.

Determine ahead of time the procedures for announcing, collecting and
responding to connection cards. Make staff accountable for the tasks as-
signed. Also, don’t forget to share with the entire staff the stories of answered
prayers, people getting help, strangers connecting to your church, and the many
other wonderful results of consistent and caring use of connection cards.

Three, alwThree, alwThree, alwThree, alwThree, alwaaaaays remember the eys remember the eys remember the eys remember the eys remember the ettttternal conseqernal conseqernal conseqernal conseqernal consequences of yuences of yuences of yuences of yuences of your ministrour ministrour ministrour ministrour ministryyyyy
with connection cardswith connection cardswith connection cardswith connection cardswith connection cards

If you are consistent with your use of them and if you record responses, youyouyouyouyou will will will will will 
see growth in your church, in the number of visitors who return, of people who 
share prayer requests and praises. But beyond what you see, many of the 
connections that are made and the eternal destinies that are changed, you may 
never know about as you work week-by-week to announce, record, and 
respond to connection cards. To lift your spirit, you need to think about how 
these cards fit into an eternal picture. To help you do that, let’s look at two Bible 
passages and then a quote from C.S. Lewis; my commentary will follow each.

A snapshot of the final judgementA snapshot of the final judgementA snapshot of the final judgementA snapshot of the final judgementA snapshot of the final judgement

 Many folks fuss and fight over end-times theology, on when and how Jesus will 
return and bless their hearts, if that is how they want to spend their time, that is 
between them and Jesus. What does amaze me, however,  is how little 
attention is given to the passages that tell us extremely clearly, no matter what

Consistent, thoughtful
use of connection cards
WILL GROW YOURWILL GROW YOURWILL GROW YOURWILL GROW YOURWILL GROW YOUR
CHURCH!CHURCH!CHURCH!CHURCH!CHURCH!

And the eternal
destinies of people will
be changed.
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the time line, what is going to happen when we meet Jesus face to face.  The
first passage is found in Matthew 25:31-46:

When the Son of Man comes in his glory, and all the angels with
him, he will sit on his throne in heavenly glory. All the nations will be
gathered before him, and he will separate the people one from
another as a shepherd separates the sheep from the goats. He will
put the sheep on his right and the goats on his left.

"Then the King will say to those on his right, ‘Come, you who are
blessed by my Father; take your inheritance, the kingdom prepared
for you since the creation of the world. For I was hungry and you
gave me something to eat, I was thirsty and you gave me
something to drink, I was a stranger and you invited me in, I needed
clothes and you clothed me, I was sick and you looked after me, I
was in prison and you came to visit me.’

"Then the righteous will answer him, ‘Lord, when did we see you
hungry and feed you, or thirsty and give you something to drink?
When did we see you a stranger and invite you in, or needing
clothes and clothe you? When did we see you sick or in prison and
go to visit you?’

"The King will reply, ‘I tell you the truth, whatever you did for one of
the least of these brothers of mine, you did for me.’

"Then he will say to those on his left, ‘Depart from me, you who are
cursed, into the eternal fire prepared for the devil and his angels.
For I was hungry and you gave me nothing to eat, I was thirsty and
you gave me nothing to drink, I was a stranger and you did not
invite me in, I needed clothes and you did not clothe me, I was sick
and in prison and you did not look after me.’

"They also will answer, ‘Lord, when did we see you hungry or thirsty
or a stranger or needing clothes or sick or in prison, and did not
help you?’

"He will reply, ‘I tell you the truth, whatever you did not do for one of
the least of these, you did not do for me.’

"Then they will go away to eternal punishment, but the righteous to
eternal life.”

Commentary:Commentary:Commentary:Commentary:Commentary:

Let’s get practical about this passage. It is very important to Jesus how we meet
the needs of those hungry, hurting, ill, and in prison. It is so important that Jesus
says to meet those needs, he counts as the same as ministering to him
personally. Also, to not meet those needs means to reject him and if people
reject him on earth, he rejects them in heaven. Very harsh words indeed.

But how we might ask can we find out about the needs of people? How can we
practically connect with them and meet their needs?

A very importantA very importantA very importantA very importantA very important
a snapshot intoa snapshot intoa snapshot intoa snapshot intoa snapshot into
eternityeternityeternityeternityeternity

At the final judgement
of all things, Jesus
doesn’t ask about your
denomination; your view
of end-times theology,
he doesn’t even ask if
you voted Democrat or
Republican, which
might be a bit of a
surprise to many (it is
an election year as I
write this).

What he will want to
know is—how did you
meet the needs of
hungry, hurting, sick,
isolated people?

Your consistent ministry
of connection cards will
enable you to respond
with joy at that time.
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It isn’t the only way, and I pray your church has many outreach ministries in
place, but one way every church can do this is through your connection cards.
As stated earlier in this book—when tragedy and needs happen, people go to
church. Often they will fill out that little card. We need to view these little cards
and their cries for help as personal requests from Jesus. We also need to
remember that to ignore the needs of hurting people is the same as to ignore a
personal plea from Jesus.

From this passage, it appears that’s the way he views it. May Jesus have mercy
on us all for the times we have failed and may we all commit to a faithful
response to connect with people and to meet their needs in the future.

Response is required, no matter what your resourcesResponse is required, no matter what your resourcesResponse is required, no matter what your resourcesResponse is required, no matter what your resourcesResponse is required, no matter what your resources
Not every church can respond to every need in the same way. You may be one
person starting a church or a singles’ class and you want to connect with and
meet the needs of your people. Or you might be on staff of a large or mega-
church and though you reach thousands in your services each week, you might
have the nagging feeling that people’s needs are falling through the cracks.
Whatever your resources, you are responsible to make the most of them as this
passage in Matt. 25:14-30 shows:

"Again, it will be like a man going on a journey, who called his
servants and entrusted his property to them. To one he gave five
talents of money, to another two talents, and to another one talent,
each according to his ability. Then he went on his journey. The man
who had received the five talents went at once and put his money
to work and gained five more. So also, the one with the two talents
gained two more. But the man who had received the one talent
went off, dug a hole in the ground and hid his master’s money.

"After a long time the master of those servants returned and settled
accounts with them. The man who had received the five talents
brought the other five. ‘Master,’ he said, ‘you entrusted me with five
talents. See, I have gained five more.’

"His master replied, ‘Well done, good and faithful servant! You have
been faithful with a few things; I will put you in charge of many
things. Come and share your master’s happiness!’

"The man with the two talents also came. ‘Master,’ he said, ‘you
entrusted me with two talents; see, I have gained two more.’

"His master replied, ‘Well done, good and faithful servant! You have
been faithful with a few things; I will put you in charge of many
things. Come and share your master’s happiness!’

"Then the man who had received the one talent came. ‘Master,’ he
said, ‘I knew that you are a hard man, harvesting where you have
not sown and gathering where you have not scattered seed. So I
was afraid and went out and hid your talent in the ground. See, here
is what belongs to you.’

We need to view these
little cards and their
cries for help as
personal requests from
Jesus.
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"His master replied, ‘You wicked, lazy servant! So you knew that I 
harvest where I have not sown and gather where I have not 
scattered seed? Well then, you should have put my money on 
deposit with the bankers, so that when I returned I would have 
received it back with interest.

“‘Take the talent from him and give it to the one who has the ten 
talents. For everyone who has will be given more, and he will have 
an abundance. Whoever does not have, even what he has will be 
taken from him. And throw that worthless servant outside, into the 
darkness, where there will be weeping and gnashing of teeth.”

Commentary:Commentary:Commentary:Commentary:Commentary:

Make the most of what you have. If you are a huge church, with immense
resources, make certain you make the most of them. If you are a tiny church or
a person alone with a passion to reach people and help them mature in the
faith, make the most of that.

Having either too many people to keep track of or too few resources to reach
out doesn’t work as an excuse.

Some additional thoughts about a fSome additional thoughts about a fSome additional thoughts about a fSome additional thoughts about a fSome additional thoughts about a focus on eocus on eocus on eocus on eocus on ettttternityernityernityernityernity, fr, fr, fr, fr, from om om om om MereMereMereMereMere
ChristianityChristianityChristianityChristianityChristianity by C.S. Lewis by C.S. Lewis by C.S. Lewis by C.S. Lewis by C.S. Lewis

Though looking to the future and our hope of heaven is important motivation,
C.S. Lewis had a wonderful way of tying in future hope with practical actions on
earth:

Hope. . .means that a continual looking forward to the eternal world 
is not (as some modern people think) a form of escapism or wishful 
thinking, but one of the things a Christian is meant to do. It does not 
mean that we are to leave the present world as it is. If you read 
history you will find that the Christians who did most for this present 
world were just those who thought most of the next. The Apostles 
themselves, who set foot on the conversion of the Roman Empire, 
the great men who built up the Middle Ages, the English 
Evangelicals who abolished the Slave Trade, all left their mark on 
Earth, precisely because their minds were occupied with Heaven. It 
is since Christians have largely ceased to think of the other world 
that they have become so ineffective in this. Aim at Heaven and 
you will get earth “thrown in”: aim at earth and you will get neither.

Commentary:Commentary:Commentary:Commentary:Commentary:
If you have an eternal view of the importance of individuals and if you do the
repetitive word of announcing, recording, and responding to connection cards
and effectively use them as a tool in your church, needs will be met, your
church will grow in numbers, and your people will progress in Christian maturity.

To remain effective and consistent in our ministry with connection cards, not
only do we need to look expansively into eternity, but we also need to not
ignore the little things because......
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The little things are ofThe little things are ofThe little things are ofThe little things are ofThe little things are ofttttten what God uses fen what God uses fen what God uses fen what God uses fen what God uses for his gloror his gloror his gloror his gloror his gloryyyyy
This goes against almost everything in us and in our culture today. We admire
the big, the bold move, the mega whatever whether it is in movie stars, athletes
or media. Even in the church we are drawn to of mega-churches and their
conferences and resources that are designed to train and inspire, but often
result in a futile attempt to copy a system that worked because of the unique-
ness of the leader or the culture or any number of other reasons.

None of us are immune to this cultural desire to think that if we do some really
big thing that people will notice and respond. I confess to that fighting that
desire as I started work on this book. I have many boxes and piles of material
on all sorts of subjects that after thirty-some years of working in church commu-
nications I know might be of use to other church communicators. The question
was, where to start, which area to work on first? Communication leadership,
bulletins, type, design, writing, newsletters—I have material on all of these
topics and many more.

To complicate my decision I’ve recently learned to do things with blogging and
websites and really wanted to start there. I want to appear “relevant” and “with
it” or whatever term is in vogue today, though I laugh at myself, even as I write
that as if writing about websites and blogs would make a sixty-something lady
who lives in a trailer “with it.”

What I constantly returned to in my quiet times with the Lord is that what I knew
church communicators really needed was help with the basics, the little things
that form the foundation of connecting with people and of church communica-
tions. From years of personal ministry I knew that connection cards are the
essential start for many ministries in the church. The following verses keep
coming back to me:

‘Not by might nor by power, but by my Spirit,’ says the LORD
Almighty (Zac. 4:6).

God chose the foolish things of the world to shame the wise; God
chose the weak things of the world to shame the strong. He chose
the lowly things of this world and the despised things—and the
things that are not—to nullify the things that are, so that no one
may boast before him (I Cor. 1:27-29).

I knew as I thought about those verses, that God is pleased to use for his glory
seemingly little things. In obedience I’ve written this book and offer it up to you
with my prayers that you will take seriously the ministry of connection cards,
that you will be strengthened and encouraged as you create them, that your
cards will connect your church with people, meet needs, and help people grow
to maturity in Jesus.

Finally I pray you will be faithful and consistent. Week in, week out, treating
every announcement, recording, and follow-up with the upmost care because
what you do in your connection card ministry can bring many people to Jesus
and give you great joy when you meet him face-to-face.

It is since Christians
have largely ceased to
think of the other world
that they have become
so ineffective in this.

Mere
Christianity
C.S.Lewis
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Membership in this website entitles you to access of many training videos, 
hundreds of ready-to-print church communications, Editable MS Publisher 
Templates and a Library of e-books on church communications. Membership is 
only $9.99 a month or $99 a year  and a church can share ONE membership. 
Please go to: www.effectivechurchcom.com/ecc-membership/ to sign up. 
It is one of the best investments you can make for the effectiveness of the 
communication program for your church.

Membership in the
Effective Church
Communications
website gives you
access to training
videos with PDF notes
and editable templates
for creating church
communication cards.

Join today for access for
these and many other
resources!

Go to:
www.effectivechurchcom.com/www.effectivechurchcom.com/www.effectivechurchcom.com/www.effectivechurchcom.com/www.effectivechurchcom.com/ecc-membership/membership/membership/membership/membership/

CHAPTERCHAPTERCHAPTERCHAPTERCHAPTER     FIFTEENFIFTEENFIFTEENFIFTEENFIFTEEN

Additional resourcesAdditional resourcesAdditional resourcesAdditional resourcesAdditional resources
A number of additional resources for effective Connection Card ministry, including 
templates and an instructional video with a PDF handout for notes is available for 
members at: www.effectivechurchcom.com.
UPDATE NOTE: please go to the site and put in the search box "Connection Cards." We 
are in the process of updating and adding a lot of material to this topic, so some items 
may look a little different when you see them.
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Encouragement from other church communicators 

In addition to the training information above, the website also has articles and 
answers to questions about various church communication pieces. The following 
article is based on a question sent in to me.  

Connection Cards: church service distraction or great ministry tool? 

I recently received the following email (only slightly edited for privacy) with a practical 
ministry question about Connection Cards and how to avoid the time filling out the 
cards and collecting them more than an awkward break in the service. Following the 
email, I have some advice, but PLEASE add your comments and practices in the 
comment section that follows. 

Question about Connection Cards 

I have a question or two concerning having the whole congregation fill out connection 
cards during the service time. I know you believe this a very important part of the 
Sunday morning church service. I have read several church leaders that agree. 

I am Director of Administration for our church and have approached our Senior 
Pastor about doing this. He has been the pastor for 25 years so he is a very 
experienced pastor. When I first mentioned us possibly doing this he said he could 
not imagine having a break in the service where pretty much everything comes to a 
standstill while hundreds of people fill out these cards. He said he would think it 
would be a real "flow" breaker if you know what I mean...however he cares more 
about doing what is best for the body of our church than not wanting to try something 
new. So, he is willing to give this a try but I have a couple of questions that I'd like to 
ask you so I will have more information to approach him with... 

What would you estimate the time to be to complete these cards? Each service would 
have around 200 people in it....Would you estimate 2 or 3 minutes or something 
much shorter like 30 seconds? 

Also, when other churches do this do they have something going on at the same time 
or does everything come to a standstill while they are being filled out? 

My answer 

Thanks so much for your question! These are very important concerns. 

Before I answer directly about the time it takes, allow me to make some preliminary 
comments that will set the foundation for the practical application. In some ways this 
is the church communication equivalent of laying out the orthodoxy of belief as to 
why do the cards at all and their purpose in the ministry of the church before the 
orthopraxy of implementation. 

A Biblical basis for Connection Cards 

Connection Cards are an essential part of shepherding your flock, which is a primary 
command to who lead in the church: 
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Be shepherds of God’s flock that is under your care, watching over them—not 
because you must, but because you are willing, as God wants you to be; not pursuing 
dishonest gain, but eager to serve. 
1 Peter 5:2 

Serving as a shepherd requires many skills and great dependence on the Lord, but a 
foundation for all our shepherding involves knowing the status of your flock. 

Be sure you know the condition of your flocks; 
give careful attention to your herds. Prov. 27:23 

A theme throughout the prophets as God challenged his people to repent prior to the 
judgment of captivity, was that the spiritual leaders, the shepherds were not doing 
their job. Here is one description of this situation: 

Israel’s watchmen are blind, 
they all lack knowledge; 
they are all mute dogs, 
they cannot bark; 
they lie around and dream, 
they love to sleep. Isaiah 56:10 

With hundreds of people in the average church service today, it is physically 
impossible for a pastor, or even a group of leaders to personally meet with every 
visitor or to check with every member to see how they are doing. But with Connection 
Cards—when presented with genuine care and a desire to connect with visitors and to 
find out the prayer requests and concerns of everyone attending—far from being a 
break in the service, they become a tangible witness to the care and love of the 
church for the people. 

With them you can connect with visitors, find out about needs, be updated on prayer 
requests and notified of new ones. 

Practical issues in collecting connection cards 

Now that we've established a basis for the importance of the cards. As with anything 
else, the response of your people to anything in the service depends greatly on how it 
is presented by the worship leader. The book on Connection Cards has some 
extended advice on this topic, here it is: 

At an early point in the worship service, the leader says something like this: 

We want to welcome you to our service! We care about each and every one of you—if 
you are here for the first time or a long-time member. We care about your questions, 
your concerns, your needs. At this point in the service, we use our connection card to 
share that information. We'll play some music and while we are doing that, please 
take out the card and fill it out. I'm going to take a minute to write out my prayer 
requests for the week, as you write yours.  Hold on to the card and if, at any time 
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during the service if you have a question or comment, write it down. We'll collect 
them at the end of the service. 

Then literally time it to see how long it takes to fill out the basic information you ask 
for on the card and to write a brief question or comment—much of that will depend 
on how complex you make the card. I will most likely take under a minute. 

You can collect them shortly after this announcement if you collect the offering early 
in the service, however another option will get a greater response. In the book I give 
a much longer explanation of this, but if possible and for the greatest impact, wait 
until the end of the service to take up the cards and the offering. Prior to the 
collection, say something like this: 

After hearing the message today, if you have a question, a comment, a prayer 
request, if there is any way we can be of service to you in your search for God or 
Christian walk, we want to know about it. We'll be taking up the offering in a minute 
and if you are a visitor—we don't want any money from you—all we want is that 
connection card! 

If you do what I've just suggested—be prepared! You will be amazed at how people 
pour out their hearts if you give them the time, opportunity, and encouragement to 
do this. In the book on Connection Cards, there is an entire chapter on how to be 
prepared for the response you will get. Preparation for a timely response is vital 
before you make any changes in how you use Connection Cards, because to 
encourage people to share and not to get a response is heart-breaking. 

Finally, far from being an interruption or break in the flow of a service, when used 
intentionally, joyfully, and backed by prayer, the time encouraging people to fill out 
Connection Cards can be one of the most valuable shepherding experiences in your 
church. 
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CHAPTERCHAPTERCHAPTERCHAPTERCHAPTER     SIXTEENSIXTEENSIXTEENSIXTEENSIXTEEN

End notes and information about ECC & YvonEnd notes and information about ECC & YvonEnd notes and information about ECC & YvonEnd notes and information about ECC & YvonEnd notes and information about ECC & Yvon
PrehnPrehnPrehnPrehnPrehn

End notes, Reprint Information, Resources, etc.End notes, Reprint Information, Resources, etc.End notes, Reprint Information, Resources, etc.End notes, Reprint Information, Resources, etc.End notes, Reprint Information, Resources, etc.

Permission to reproduce material:Permission to reproduce material:Permission to reproduce material:Permission to reproduce material:Permission to reproduce material:

You may reproduce  any of the content in this book for your church staff or you 

may reprint it in any publication or website that is intended to help churches 

without additional permission and with my blessings.

PLEASE use the following citation:

by Yvon Prehn, www.effectivechurchcom.comby Yvon Prehn, www.effectivechurchcom.comby Yvon Prehn, www.effectivechurchcom.comby Yvon Prehn, www.effectivechurchcom.comby Yvon Prehn, www.effectivechurchcom.com

I would appreciate you linking to my website and/or letting me know if you cite

me, but if ministry life is just too crazy to take time to do that, instead, have a

latte, relax, and forget it.

Interview  info:Interview  info:Interview  info:Interview  info:Interview  info:

If you would like to interview me on any of the topics in this book or any related to

church communications for either print articles or other media,  I’d be happy to

chat—contact me through yvon@effectivechurchcom.com. I have done extensive

radio work, some television, and am comfortable with unscripted interviews, call-

in, and talk formats.

Additional resources, training and church communication instruction:Additional resources, training and church communication instruction:Additional resources, training and church communication instruction:Additional resources, training and church communication instruction:Additional resources, training and church communication instruction:

The website: www.effectivechurchcom.com has hundreds of articles, videos,

podcasts and additional resources to help you grow as an effective church

communicator.The website has both free materials, plus low-cost downloadable

communication helps, and materials available to members only,

Effective Church Communications also has many books for sale in paperback 
and Kindle format at amazon.com (just search for Yvon Prehn).

Citation note:Citation note:Citation note:Citation note:Citation note:

Some of these articles appeared in earlier versions in either articles in Christian

Computing Magazine, my book, The Heart of Church Communications, misc.

books and reprints, or on my website, www.effectivechurchcom.com.

Scripture versions and citations:Scripture versions and citations:Scripture versions and citations:Scripture versions and citations:Scripture versions and citations:

Unless otherwise noted, Bible verses are from the New International Version.

Scripture taken from the HOLY BIBLE, NEW INTERNATIONAL VERSION®. Copyright

© 1973, 1978, 1984 International Bible Society. Used by permission of Zonder-

van. All rights reserved.

Comments, corrections, qComments, corrections, qComments, corrections, qComments, corrections, qComments, corrections, questions, suggestions fuestions, suggestions fuestions, suggestions fuestions, suggestions fuestions, suggestions for additional aror additional aror additional aror additional aror additional articlesticlesticlesticlesticles

or information to help church communications etc.or information to help church communications etc.or information to help church communications etc.or information to help church communications etc.or information to help church communications etc.

Please send to yvon@effectivechurchcom.com
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About Yvon Prehn 
Yvon Prehn is the founder, director, and primary content creator of the training site 
for church communicators: http://www.effectivechurchcom.com, a website that 
provides practical training in print and digital communications to help churches fully 
fulfill the Great Commission. Yvon has degrees in English and education, a MA in 
Church History, in addition to attending seminary and doing graduate work in 
Communications. 

Yvon has worked in communication ministry for over 35 years. She was a free-lance 
newspaper reporter and religion writer for the Colorado Springs SUN. When desktop 
publishing was first invented, Yvon was a top-rated, national trainer in desktop 
publishing for Padgett/Thompson, the nation's largest one-day seminar company and 
she wrote the first book on desktop publishing for the church, The Desktop 
Publishing Remedy. 

She worked as a communications consultant and trainer for many of the ministries 
headquartered in Colorado Springs and was senior editor at Compassion 
International and Young Life International. For over twenty years (fourteen full-time) 
she traveled all over North America teaching seminars on church communications to 
thousands of church communicators. 

Yvon has written for many of the major Christian magazines and has written many 
books on church communications available at the links below. Currently, Yvon is not 
traveling, but creating articles, books, videos, podcasts, and other materials to 
educate, equip, and inspire church communicators. She is available for radio and 
podcast interviews and gives free reprints of materials to any church or Christian 
group that asks for them. She can also provide specialized webinars and DVD 
training for ministries or church conferences. 

Yvon and her husband Paul, live in Ventura, California, where Yvon teaches an adult 
Bible class and puts into practice what she teaches creating communications for it 
and other ministries. 

For additional resources for Effective Church Communications and to connect with 
Yvon Prehn:  

• Yvon Prehn's email: yvon@effectivechurchcom.com
• Effective Church Communications website, ebooks, and blog:

www.effectivechurchcom.com
• Yvon Prehn's Print books on amazon:

www.amazon.com/s/ref=ntt_athr_dp_sr_1?_encoding=UTF8&sort=re 
levancerank&search- alias=books&field-author=Yvon%20Prehn

• Facebook: www.facebook.com/EffectiveChurchCommunications
• YouTube videos: www.youtube.com/yvonprehn
• LinkedIN: www.linkedin.com/in/yvonprehn
• Pinterest: www.pinterest.com/yvonprehn
• Smashwords: www.smashwords.com/profile/view/yvonprehn 
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